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defense lawyers. I do not say this because we are more dwer, polished or even better
looking, We have simply litigated more cases, selected more juries, cross examined more
witnesses and made more jury arguments. Practice has made us better.
Nonetheless, our criminallaw practice is often frowned upon by those who might office
in taller buildings and devote their practices to representing entities rather than people.
Much of the blame for those views should fall squarely on our shoulders.
I recentlyspoke with a fellow criminal defenselawyer here in Fort Worth, Mike Thomas.
Mike will be sworn in as a criminal district court judge in Fort Worth on January 1,2003.
Mike mentioned that he was not going to permit plea negotiations to take place in open
court such that they could be overheard by defendants in attendance at court sethngs. He
further indicated he would require lawyers appearing in court to wear a coat and tie or other
suitable attire. He simply feels that it is imperative that the criminal bar project a more
professional image. I agree wholeheartedly.
I would call on each member of TCDLA to give some thought as to what measures we
can take individually and as a statewide association to enhance the professionalism and
standards in our area of practice. Perhaps we could avoid having conversationswith clients
in the hallways of our courthouses that can be overheard by others. There is no higher
calling than the preservation of the attorney dient privilege. Perhaps we can devote more
time to explainimg to clients in detail the long-term rami6cations of a plea of guilty and
subsequent probationary period so that they may fully understand and appreciate the requirements and expectations placed upon them. Perhaps we could avoid talking negatively
about our clients to others. Our clients may iind themselves in difficult circumstances and
occasionally engage in behavior that we find utterly ridiculous. Nonetheless, they are the
reason we exist and to dispara'gea client i~?
public is simply unacceptable. Perhaps we could
follow up with clients after disposition of a matter and inquire as to any questions or concerns that m e have arisen without the necessity of the client calling our office. Perhaps we
couldtake steps to ensure that wenever appear inside the rail of a courtroom without proper
attire so as to lend dignity and respect to the profession.
L i e it or not, weareall card carrying members of one of themost unpopular professions
in our society. We practice in an area that does not engender an enormous amount of
respect from the populace. We each have a duty to raise the bar and strive to preserve and
prosper the professionalism, dignity and integrity of criminal defense practice.
Whatever we do or however we practice, deference should be given to the next generation of crimmal defense lawyers and how we might enhance and increase the respect and
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professionalism enjoyed by the criminal practitioner in Texas.
Let's strive to leave thecampground alittle betterthan we found
it. It is a worthy goal.
Legislative Session Kicks Off and President's Trip
As our members are reading this wlumn, our 2003 legislative session will be well underway. Again, TCDLA has devoted
substantialresources towards our legislative efforts with a wmmitment to improve and enhance those issues that make a difference to our members. Our legislative team is again headed
up by Keith Hampton and Alan Place. They have worked dili-

gently over the last two years preparing for this session. Please
be available to provide them assistance and support over the
next five months.
On February 13-17,2003, I am honored to host the annual
TCDLA President's Trip to Park City, Utah for three days of
skiing, continning legal education and a break from our customary grind. The President's Trip is not limited to those on
the Board of Directors and leadership of TCDLA. Please understand that every member of TCDLA along with your families are invited to attend. Please contactRoseValenzuelaat the
home office and come join us in the mountains! &

CDLA Corner
The Central Texas Defense Lawyers Association and the Austin Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association have chosen to become TCDLA Affiliates.
We welcome you!
For information on how to formally affiliate with TCDLA please contact
JosephMartinez at the home office. Also if your local association has news to
share, please e-mail betsy@tcdIa.com so that we may put your news in the
VOICE.

Existing- Seruice:
To receive a 15% discount off your monthly charge on existing
Sprint PC5 Service, e-mail: aewing02@sprintspedrum.com.
It will take 1-2 billing cycles to be applied. This will change your
monthly billing cycle to the 17th through the 16th of the month
when It is applied.

new Seruice Only:
E-mail Steven Morales at smora@sprintspedrum.com
or telephone at 512-344-4291.

Existing Customers:
Existing customers wanting ro change plans must be done tnrobgh
customer cervice at 1-888-788-4727. Tney wlll expla n al options
available depending on yo-r current service and agreements.
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RLCEIYEO OFFICIAL Nonce M E last year the entire Court of Criminal Appeals
will vote on matters related to the Judinal and Court Personnel Training Fund. The fund is
the source of over $1.0 millmn per year for the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project.
TCDLA wants to thank Presiding Judge Sharon Keller for her four years of service in
overseeing the rndcial and Court PersonneI Training Funds. We recognize the extra work
she took on in addtion to her judicial duties on the Court of Criminal Appeals. We recognize her commitment to provldmg the very best training for judicial and court personnel
and in pamcular for training criminal defense lawyers in Texas. We look forward to a continued working relationship with Judge KeUer. We also look forward to workmg with the
entire Court. With their support and direction TCDLA will work to provide the very best in
professional trainmg for criminal defense lawyers in every corner of Texas.
Strength in numbers is the theme for the new year. TCDLA has started its annual membership drive and set a goal of 500 new members. Members are asked to sslgn-up new members. The membership drive will end at the Rusty Duncan Seminar in June. W m e r s wLl
recewe prizes ranging from free registration for Rusty Duncan to free Golf Tournament
registration. For more information go to our website.
TCDLA recently attended the Texas State Bar Induction Serv~ccin Austin. Twenty-five
new members were signed up from the new group of lawyers.
Philip Wischkaemper and his staff of research attorneys have been working on a project
to collect from all 256 counties in Texas the lists of Court Appointed Attorneys. The list is
approximately 90% complete. TCDLA will utilize this list to reach the estimated 3,000+
PERSPECT~VE
Court Appointed Attorneys.
TCDLA wants to thank Larry Moore (Ft.Worth) and Greg Westfall (Ft. Worth) for their
outstanding work as Course Directorsfor the TCDLA seminar"The Effective Use and Confrontation of Experts in Criminal Trials." The seminar was held in F t Worth in early December. TCDLA also wants to thank t h l Tarrant County Criminal Defense Lawyers
Associaton for w-sponsoring the Holiday Party.
Thanks to Troy McKmney (Houston) for presenting on DWI to the Warren Burnen
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association (Permian Basmn). CDLP arranged for Troy to travel
to the Midland /Odessa area and help the newly organized defense bar.
In the month of January CDLP presented five seminars in Laredo, Amadlo, Houston,
Plano and Austin. CDLP will have provided training to an estimated 225 lawyers. A special
thanks to all of the Course Directors and presenters that participated.
Good verdicts to all. &

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR'S
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HE.7 S m TLEGISULTURE
~
is in session and, as usual, plenty of bills have been intro-

duced which affect criminal law and procedure. A great way to lceep abreast of developmentsduring the session is to check the TCDLA homepage which will Indude
legislative updates as well aslinks to pending bills.You can also watch for e-news updates in
your e-mad from TCDLA. This month's column will provide an overview of some of the
bills that have been filed for consideration this session. Things move pretty fast in the legislature. Some of the pre-fled bills referenced in this article may have suffered an untimely,
although in some cases well deserved, end by the time you read this. Thank goodness for
TCDLA e-news.
Arrest warrants as public records: HB 13 would amend Code of Criminal Procedure
art. 15.26 to provide that arrest warrants and supporting affidav~tsarepublic information
to be available in the magistrate clerk's office. If you thought that was a requirement a1ready, yon haven't tried to get a copy of a warrant and affidavit in San Antonlo where they
make it especially difficult at the CityMagistrate2soffice. There are probably several stingy
jurisdictionsacross the State where open government and basic fairness would benefitfrom
this bill.
DWI Bail nightmare: HB 90 would amend CCP art. 17.29 to provide that before releasing a person arrested for DWI and related offenses on bail, the Iaw enforcement agency
shall make a determination that the person is no longer intoxicated as defined in Chapter
49 of the Penal Code. This one is hard to believe. It's not a crime to be intoxicated. There
could be a little constitutional problem here. How are they going to make the determination? Require the person to take field sobriety tests. Imagine the sheriff telling someone
who has made bail and is entitled to release that be has to take an intoxilyzer test. Maybe
they could wen add a driuer's license suspension as a sanction for refusing to take the test.
If the science is faulty 1 islate: SB 47 would create a presumption, in license suspen'?
sion proceedings, that a person's alcohol concentration level at the time of driving is the
same as that shown by a breath test taken yVithin three hours of arrest.
Helping child witnesses: HB 70 would amend the CCP and the Civil Practice and Remedies Code to authorizeleading questions, without any showing ofnecessity,of any witness
under the age of sixteen years. HB 71 would allow the trial wurt to limit the number of
interviews and examinationsof a witness under the age of sixteen, unless the prejudice to
the defendant outweighs the child's risk of psychological damage. Who's going to make
that finding while the TV cameras are rolling? HB 65 would grant to the child witness the
r~ghtto the appointment of a guardian adlitern or special advocate.
Sexoffendershaveno lobbyists: HB 96 would increase the punishment range for failure
to comply with sex offender registration requirements.
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More DWI legislation: SB 44 would authorize law enforcement agencies to establish DWI roadblocks to checkdriversfor
sobriety. There are a number of procedures and limitations in
the statute including a requirement that, unless the officerhas
reasonable suspicion or probable cause to believe the driver is
intoxicated, the inquiry should last only three minutes and the
total time during which a driver must wait to pass through the
checkpoint should not exceed ten minutes. The statutorylanguage in this regard uses the permissive, should, rather than
the mandatory, shall.
HB 45 would create a new offense for operating a motor
vehicle while intoxicatedwith a passenger under the age of sixteen years. The offense would be a state jail felony. This will
relieve the state from having to take on those pesky child endangerment prosecutions.

Dejavualloveragain: HB 93 wonldamendCCP art. 1.13 to
remove the requirement that the state consent to waiver of a
jury trialinmisdemeanor cases. Old timers like me stillremember when the state had no business meddling in misdemeanor
jury waivers.
DeathPenalty HB 127 wouldprohibit the execution of persons who are under 18 at the time they commit the offense.
Texas lawnowprohibits the execution of persons under 17 yeam
of age.
No Probation for Murder: HB 210 seeks to eliminate deferred adjudication(higdeal) and regular wmmunity supervision in any murder case. Bye-bye plea bargains in close cases.
There are many more hills coming on many more issues.
Keep an eye on the TCDLA website for news from the legislative session. &

N E W APPELLATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS: AND OTHER RULES REVISIONS,
Effective January 1,2003
by Cynthia L. Hampton
On December 23,2002,the Texas Supreme Court and Court
of Criminal Appeals approved amendments to the Rules of
Appellate Procedure, including a revised version of
Tex.R.App.Pro. 25.2. The former rule required, in the case of a
negotiated plea, that the defendant's notice of appeal state that
he was appeahng a pretrial order, such as the denial of his motion to suppress evidence, or that the appeal was from a jurisdictional defect, or that he had the trial court's permission to
appeal. The amendment does away with the option of appealing from a jurisdictional defect. The defendant must now get
permission from the trial court to appeal those issues.
The most drastic change is the requirement of a certification of the defendant's rights in all appeals, whether it be from
ill render
a jury's verdict or a plea bargain. Failure to comply w
the notice of appeal "insufficient,"and will ultimately result in
dismissalfor 1ackofjurisdiction.Rule252(a) now states inpart,
that the "trial court shall enter a certification in every case in
which it enters a judgment of guilt or other appealable order."
(emphasisadded). Moreover,a completelynew section has been
added, which mandates dismissal of the appeal if the certification is not included in the record:
(d) Certification of Defendant's Right ofAppea1. If
the defendant is the appellant, the recordmus<indude the trial c o d s certification of the defendant's
right of appeal under Rule 25.2fa)(2). The certificabon should be part of the record when notice is
fled, hut may be added by timely amendment or
supplementationunder this rule or Rule 34.5(~)(1),
or Rule 37.1 or by order of the appellate court under Rule 34.5(c)(2). The appeal must be dismissed
$a certification thatshows the dejbndant has the
rightofappeal has notbgenmadepartof therecord
under these rules. [emphasis added]

Aform certificatehas been provided by the Court of Criminal Appeals, which quotes Rule 25.2(a)(2),iterating to the trial
court the defendant's right to an appeal in criminal cases, as
well as the court's duty to sign the certificationin all cases. Rule
34.5(a)(12) requires that "certification of appellant's right of
appeal" be included in the Clerk's Record, indicating the Clerk
has a correspondingduty to assure that the certification is placed
in the record.
Although the proposed rule released in August did not
specifywho would have the duty to provide and file the certifcation, the language of the adopted version is mandatory, and
appears to placethat burden onthe trial court (seeRule25.2(a)
above "trial court shall sign") and the clerk (see Rule 25.2(d),
"record must include the trial court's certification" and Rule
34.5(a)(12), requiring certificate's inclusion in record), not the
defendant. If the trial court does not £ile the certification in
time for it to be induded in the record, or the certification is
defective, the rule expressly provides that it may he filed later
and the rewrd supplemented (see Rule 25.2(d),supra), andlor
amended under Rule 25.2(f),"in accordancewith Rule 37.1, or
at any time before the appealing party's brief is filed if the appellate court has not used Rule 37.1''
However even though the rules may place the burden on
,the trial court to comply with this new requirement, counsel
should be prepared to present the trial court withthe requisite
d f i c a t i o n , or at least request that a certificate he signed and
fled, when the triallplea proceeding is over or the sentence is
pronounced, especially with gwlty pleas. This procedure will
enable the judge to sign the certi6cate at the same time slhe
signs the judgment or appealable order, as the commentary to
this rule favors. It will also assure that the certificationis filed
and induded in the clerk's record, and wdl not require correction at the appellate level. Moreover, it will help insure that
Continued on page 14
I
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OR THE SECONII TIME in the past sixteen months, the United States Court ofAppealsfor

the Fifth Circuit - with the assistance of TCDLA members - sent a message to the
judges of the Circuit: Be careful about indictments which join felon-in-possession
charges with other offenses.
On December 26,2002, a panel of the Circuit (Higginbotham, Duhe and DeMoss) vacated and remanded the conviction of Stevon Todd McCarter who was represented on ap
31875277
peal byRandy Schafferof Houston. UmtedStatesv. McCarter,F.3d-2002WL
(Dec. 26,2002)
McCarter and a co-defendant,Edward Russell, were the targets of a sting operation conducted by the DEA. They were suspected of conspiring to steal money and cocaine from
mdividua1s whom they believed to be drug couriers. Phyllis Conner was an informant who
was cooperating with the D M agents. On the night of the sting, DEA agents placed an ice
cooler containmg cocame and cash in a motel room with Canner. She telephoned Russell
and told him that drug couriers were at the motel and that she would get them out of their
room and leave a key for Russell. He and his associates could then enter the room and take
the cooler andits contents. During one ofseveral telephone conversations between Conner
and Russel, Russell mentioned that McCarter was to be mvolved in the scheme.
Two co-conspirators (EricBradley and William Bdard) arrived at the motel m a Camaro.
They entered the motel room and returned to their veh~clewith the cooler of cash and
cocaine. McCarter and Russell also came to the motel in a Volvo with McCarter driving;
however, they did not go into the motel. After Bradley and Ballard returned fntm the motel, the four men left m their respective vehicles. D M agents stopped them and arrested all
four defendants. No drugs or weapons were found inMcCarter's possession or in thevolvo:
however, a box of ammunition was found under the driver's seat. Six days later, the agents
executed a search warrant at a residence where McCarter was known to stay and found a
shotgun in a doset.
Together with Russell and Bradley, McCarter was charged in a two-count indictment
with conspiracy h possess and possession with intent to distribute more than five Mograms of cocame. Two months later, the government obtained a superceding indictment
adding felon-in-possession of ammunition and shotgun counts agamst McCarter. A motion to sever the felon-in-possession counts was filed in the court of United States District
Judge Nancy F. Atlas of the Southern District of Texas. Judge Atlas severed the shotgun
count; however, she concluded that the ammunition count and the drug counts arose from
the same transaction and, therefore, the government was entitled to try them together.
During the trial, JudgeAtlaslimited the evidence of McCarter's felony status to the readmg of a stipulation to the jury that he had been convicted ofthe felony offenseof burglary
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She also gave the following limiting instruction in her jury
charge:
Defendant Stevon ToddMcCarter and thegovernment have stipulated that he was previously convicted of a burglary, a felony. This conviction was
brought to your attention only because it is an element of the offense charged in Count Three. The
fact that Mr. McCarter was previously convicted
of a felony does not mean that he committed any
offense for which he is on trial today,and you must
not use this prior conviction as proof of the offenses charged in the indictment except with respect to the second element of Count Three.
The jury convicted McCarter of the drug charges but acquitted h i on the felon-in-possessioncount. Includedin the
panel's opinion which vacated McCarter's conviction are the
following comments of Judge Higginbotham who wrote for the
court:
We have long recognized the obvious dangers inherent in trying a felon-in-possession count together with other charge%as it acts as a conduit
throughwhich the government may introduce otherwise inadmissible evidence of the defendant's
prior convictions, thereby potentidy tainting the
reliability of the verdict rendered by the jury on
the other counts. For this reason, "'evidence of a
prior conviction has long been the subject of careful scrutiny and use at trial" because of the danger
that the jury might convict, not based on the evidence, but because it feels that the defendant is a
"bad person."' Although the potential for prejudice resulting from introduction of prior crimes
evidence in connection with a felon-in-possession
charge may belessened by limiting instructions, a
proper inquiry into the propriety of trying the felon
count together with the other eharges requires examining not only the efficacy of the limiting m a sures taken by the trial court, but also the strength
of the evidence of the defendant's guilt. In certain
cases, the translucencyof the government's ill motive for adding the felon-in-possessioncountis also
a factor in determining whether severance was
warranted.
a**

The evidence on the record isiegally sufficient to
support the jury's finding that McCarter knew the
contents of the cooler, but it is thin. The government introduced no testimony showing that
McCarter had been informed by any person that
the robbery might involve drugs as well as money.
Rather, the evidence of hisknowledge was circumstantial, centering on the fact that McCarter mmunicated with Russell several times on theday of

the robbery, that McCarter was with Russell during some of Russell's phone conversations with
Conner on the day of the robbery, and Conner's
testimony that McCarter was the 'engineer' of the
robbery and was someone with 'experience' conducting this type of crime.Althoughit was not unreasonable for the jury to infer that, as one of the
planners, McCarter knew that the robbery could
involve drugs, 'we cannot say that the evidence
against [McCarter] was so ovenvhelming that the
jury was not unfairly iduenced by the fact that
they were judging a felon.'

***
The circumstances surrounding the government's
additionofthe felon-in- possession counts, coupled
with the lack of evidence supporting the ammunition count, as evidenced by the not guilty verdict
on that count, leads us to '[tlhe ineluctable conclusion ... that the government added the count[sl
solely to buttress i&case on the other counts:
Taken together, the weakness of the evidence of
McCarter's knowledge of the contents of the cooler
and the dubious circumstances surrounding the
addition of the felon-in-possession charges require
that we find the district court abused its discretion
in refusing to sever the counts. Accordingly,we vacate McCarter's conviction and remand for a new
trial.
After reviewing the past year's opinions of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, I included United States
v. Singh, 261 F.3d 530 (5" Cir. 2001) in my paper for the 2002
Advanced CriminalLawCourse of the State Bar of Texas. Singh,
who was represented on appeal by Michael Logan Ware of Ft
Worth, was indicted for the o&nses of harboring illegal aliens
and felon in possession of a firearm.
Amotionto sever the felon-in-possessioucountwas fded in
the court of United States District Judge Paul N. Brown of the
Eastern District of Texas. The government contended that the
felon-in-possession charge was c o ~ e c t e dto the harboring
charges because Singh was alleged to have threatenedthe aliens
with violence in order to maintain control over them. Thus,
the weapons charge was part of a common scheme or plan.
Judge Brown overruled the motion to sever.
I
The jury convicted Smgh of the harboring charges but acquitted him of the felon-in-possessioncount. A panel of the
Circuit (Jolly, DeMoss and Stewart) reversed Singh's conviction. Included in the opinion are the following comments of
Judge Jolly who wrote for the panel:
The alleged link between the weapons charge and
the harboring charge, however, is tenuous at best.
There was no sigtllscant evidence
that Singh used
ndi
the gun described in the i
ctment to intimidate
the aliens.
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***
Because there was no evidence that Singh's alleged
possession of the gun had any connection to his
housing and hiring of illegal aliens, the gun count
was unrelated to the harboring count. Thus, initial joinder was not appropriate.
Even though the counts were improperly joined,
reversal is only appropriateif thereis dear evidence
of prejudice resulting in an unfair trial. Bullock,
71 F.3d at 174.

***
Here, before the trial even began, the jury was told
that Singhwas a convicted felon when the jurywas
read the indictment. Although the district court
did not allow the government to offer evidence of
Singb's prior conviction until the court found that
the government had sustained its burden of proof
on the other elements of Count Pour, the government,inthe course of trying to prove the gun count,
was permitted to introduce photographs of Singh
withassault type weapons and testimonythat Singh
had been involved in a fitearms transaction with
other Sikhs. These events had occurred in 1994.

***

critical element of the offense, evidence that Singh
formerly had been convicted of a felony, had engaged in a transaction involvingfirearms, andperpetually carried a firearm was arguably determinative as to whether the jury would believe him on
this crucial issue of fact
**t

We therefore condude that the inclusion of the
wealdysupportedfirearmcharge, and the evidence
that was admitted based on its relevance to this
count, seriously and improperlyprejudicedSingh.
In short, it resulted in an unfair trial. Thus, because initial joinder was inappropriateand the failure to sever was prejudicial, we hold that the district court's denial of Singh's motion for severance
constitutesanabnse of discretion,which, under the
circumstances here, requires that wereverseSmgh's
conviction.
The lesson fiom McCarter and Sznghis obvious: If the government joins a felon-in-possession charge with any other offense, a motion to sever should be the first motion fled. What
is surprising about these cases is that experienced trial judges
were led into error by the government.
Congratulations to SchaEer and Ware.

&

Thus, w i d Singh's credibility in the balance on a

NEW APPELLATE CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS..

.

our clients' appeals are not summarily dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction because the certification was not signed and fled.
Another major amendment to the rules includes TRAP 47,
which now requires publication of all civil opinions, and allows citationof previously unpublished o p i n i . This
change applies only to appellate court opinions, not those of
the Court of Criminal Appeals. An unpublished opinion in a
criminal case must continue to include a 'hot for publication"
designation, and has no precedential value.
Also, Courts ofAppealsare ordered to writemMemorandum
Opinions'' for those cases in which the issues are "settled" and
thus do not meet the standard set forth in 47.4- establishes a
new rule of law, alters or modifies an existing rule, or applies
an existing rule to a novel fact situation likelyto recur in future
cases; involves issues of constitutional law or other legal issues
important to the jurisprudence of Texas; criticizes exiStinglaw;
or resolves an apparent conflict of authority. (These were the
standards for publication in the former rule.) In criminal cases,
opinions must bear the"Publish1Do Not Publishndesignation.
Courts of Appeals must continue to address every issue raised
andnecessary to disposition of the appeal, but are encouraged
to be brief. Nothing precludes memorandum opinionsin criminal cases from being published, though they likelywill not be.
Finally, after years of %wing" PDRs that did not list sepa-
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rate reasons for review, CCA has now changed Rule 68.4(g) by
crossing out "Reasons for &vie< in the caption and substituting the word "Argument." This change in terminology dispenses with the requirement of repetitively listing reasons for
granting review in a separate section, but continues to require
"amplflication of] the reasons for granting reviewlisted in Rule
66.3." Thus, although the Appellant must still urge appropriate reasons for review, he now can incorporate them into his
argument under each ground for review instead of listing the
reasons for review under each ground and then repeatingthem
in the argument section.
The rules revisions are currently posted on the Texas Supreme Court's website:
http:Ilwww.supreme.courts.state.tx.uslTRAPO2I
TRAPO2.pdf
If you practice appellatelaw, I urge you to carefully read the
amendments, khich can also be accessed through the TCDLA
website: http://www.tcdlacom/, and in the Tesas Bar Journal.
I would also l i e to thank each of you who wrote in, either
to me or to the Supreme Court, with comments andlor suggestions regard'ig these proposed revisions. TCDLA wrote a letter on behalf of our membership to protest some of the changes,
particularly the d c a t i o n requirement, and I do believe our
comments helped clarify and alleviate some of the worst p m
of that proposal. &
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Ruie # 1: You arrived by yourself;
you will do your own time and go
home by yourself.

I

Getting alongwith staff:
Follow all orders, immediately, even those that seem wrong
or unjust. When problems arise with an officer, talkto a supervisor (Sgt.,Lt., or Capt.) about it. Pidrthe time wisely so as not
to be perceived as a whiner, we&, or a snitch. Ask the supervisor for a few minutes at their convenience.
99% of the Officers don't care about making someone do
hard time They just want to do their job and go home at the
end of the shift. Most will be learning the job from someone
who is also still learning the job.
Think what you want about an officer but be respectful to
his face. In the vernacular of the penitentiary: Get you a sack
full of "Yes, sir" and "No, sir" and spread it around thick and
often.
Just like people everywhere, some staff are going to be hard
to get along with. Have the sense-to have as little contactwith
these type of officers as possible.
When confronted by an officer, don't talk with your hands
or get loud. The officer's a u t b o r i t y d be challenged. Supervisors will never take an inmate's side in front of an officer,and
rarely when away from the officer's presence, evenifthe officer's
orders are changed by the supervisor.
Keep your hair short and neat, shave, and shower every day.
Poor grooming gets you noticed quickly.
When considering a request for protective custody or safekeeping, a person will be asked to give dates, times and names.
A minimum amount of consideration will be given for a minimal amount of information. Consider taking care of your prohlems where you are. Transfers occur everyday for a myriad of
reasons, a person may be around their "problem" again in the
future.
Avoiding trouble:
Snitches are the second lowest life form in prison and often
fear for their safety.
For the new offender, respect is re-earned upon transfer to a
new unit. Consider the cost of earning respect or aplacp in the
pecking order at the new unit before requesting a transfer.
Stay out of the dayroom area. This is the area to gamble, to
tell your life story, or get pressured to "ride" witha group. Fights,
stabbing, gambling, or riots often happen in the dayroom and
other common areas. Identifying weak or vulnerable mmates,
inmates with money i.e. jewelry, nice basketball shoes etc. is
done there.
Learn to enjoy reading in the cell or cubicle. A person can
live a long time without television and dominoes.
Don't make large purchases at the commissary. %ting in
the dayroom with a bag full of commissary items (money) for
an hour waiting to get to your cell fets everyone know your
financial status. Just like in the world, the strugglebetweenthe
haves and the have-nots is real. Withlittle to lose, it can be very
dangerous.
Do not accept gifts of commissary items or the use of fans,
radios, etc. Eventually the loantgift will have to be paid back. It
is often known or manipulated so that the debtor can't pay.
Lack of "currency" results in payment by various unpleasant
services.

Inmates do not have the right to be present during searches
nor do the officers need any type of "probable cause" to search
your area. Searches are a matter of course in prison.
Familyissues
Don't leave addresses, photos, etc. of family members laying
around for others to see. This only endangers them.
Addrases will be sold for purposes of extortion or harassing family members. Intimate pictures of spouses or sign&
cant others may be stolen and sold as objects for sexual stimulation. Pictures of children also.
Don't discuss family vacations, employment, schools, cars
etc. Bragging about cars, girls, cell phones, jewelry, big house
etc. sets you and your family up for "hogging" (extortion).
Visitors should dress conservatively, no short skrrts, tight
jeans, low necklines, see through blouses, bandanas (colors)
hanging out of pockets, etc. If it looks sexy to one person, it
looks sexy to everyone else. Leave jewelry at home and park in
the back of the parking lot so as not to draw attention to yourself.
Continual requests for more money are indications of payingprotection, contraband tr&ddng, or gambling debts. Discovery of family involvement in these activities will result in
denial of visitor privileges.
Those un-discussibles:
The young, naive, or physically small person will have to
fight other inmates to earn respect. It may happen many times.
Violence, manipulation, and preying on the weak describe the
nature and culture of many in prison.
Be mentally preparedfor the eventuality of being physically
or sexually assaulted. Unchecked physical assault always leads
to sexual assault. It not about sex, at iirst, it's about intimidation, power, and control. Whatever happens administratively
for fighting will not be as bad as if you get a reputation for
being"weak?
Thinking of joining or "riding" with a gang or group for
protection?Think again. Most are "blood in, blood out." The
gang owns you and they choose the role to play, soldier, or punk
(homosexual). Most gang "hits" result from policing fellow
members. Non-compliance is not an option -in or out of
prison f o r life.
As informative as it mightbe, the contents of this hypothetical course are not found in a syllabus at my college or university. We rely on informal discussions, which in the most curious of polite company can elicit our strongest emotions as the
,subjects often turn delicate, even crude and distasteful. Many
of the strategies for successfully navigating such a peculiar environment seem abnormal, cruel, even unbelievable, yet they
remain the day to day reality and plight of young, naive, first
time offenders and their familes.

Mark A. Bull is currently a Senior Consultant withM. A. Bull &
Associates. He earned a B. S. in CrtnnnalJusticefromSam Houston Srate Universzty m 1992. As a former Assistant Warden he
enjoyed an outstandingcareerin theoperationsandmanagement
ofthe Texas Department of C7iminal Jusfice.
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ONGRESSIONALCHANGES ENACTED by the Illegal
Immigration and Individual Responsibility
Act of 1996 (IIRAIRA) resulted in draconian
consequences for foreign nationals living legally in the United States as Lawful Permanent Residents but convicted for a variety of
criminal offenses. The IIRAIRA expanded the dehition of aggranted felony under the 1mrnigra&onand Nationality Act
(INA), 8 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1101, took away the right for convicted
aggravated felons to dpply fof relief from deportation under
212(c) ofthe INA, expanded the definition of conviction to indude deferred adjudication, and made all these changed
activel~apglicable.
The purpose of this article is to provide criminal defense attorneys insight on what offenses carry immigration consequences, possible relief from deportation, and ways to plead an
offense to avoid immigration consequences for a client or a
client's automatic deportation.

C

-

AGGRAVATED FELONIES
Historically, legal permanent residents convicted of certain
criminal offenses, including aggravated felonies, could apply
for relief from deportation under 212(c) of the INA. This "pardon" from deportation was decided by an Immigration Judge
and was based on a variety of factors, including rehabilitation,
lackofprior criminalhistory,length of timein the United States,
and family ties. As a result of the IIRAIRA, legal permanent
residents convicted of aggravated felonies are automatically
deportable, even if the person has lived his entire l i e in the
US., has a U.S. citizen wife and US. citizen children, and has
no prior criminal history.
The expanded list of aggravated felonies is defined in
101(a)(43)oftheINA, 8 U.S.C.S. Sec. 1101(a)(43).Itindudes:
murder, rape, or sexual abuse of a minor; drug trafficking, indudingpossessionwithintentto deliver andconspiracy; money
laundering; crimes of violence where a orison sentence of one
year or more is im~osed;a theft offense where a prison sentence of one vear or more is imoosed; managing, controlling,
or supervising a prostitution business; fraud involving losses
over $10,000 ;alien smugglmg;and commercialbribery, counterfeiting, or forgery where a orison sentence of one pear or
more is imposed.
A suspended prison sentence is considered imposed under
the INA. 8 U.S.C.S. Sec. 1101 (a)(48)(B).Thus someone wnvicted of aggravated assault, who receives a sentence of one year
TDC suspended for one year probation is consideredan aggravated felon for being convicted for a crime of violence for a
which a sentence of one year or more imprisonmentis imposed.
Besides expanding the list of aggravated felonies, the
IIRAIRA expanded the definition of conviction to include deferred adjudication, 8 U.S.C.S. Sec.(a)(48)(A).As a result, an
18 year old who takes a deferred adjudication for a first time
offense of possession with intent to deliver a one ounce baggie
of marijuana is automaticallydeportable as an aggravatedfelon.
OTHER DEPORTABLE OFFENSES
Besides aggravated felonies, Section237(a) (2) of theINA, 8
U.S.C.S. Sec, 1227(a)(2)lists other deportable offenses. These
offenses indude: a Crime Involving Moral Turpitude that carries apotenhlsentence of one year or more, committedwithin
5 years of the person acquiring permanent residence; multiple
convictionsfor crimesinvolvingmoralturpitude;drug possession offenses except for a one time possession of 30 grams or
less of marijuana; unlawful carrying of a weapon; domesticviolence offenses; andviolations of protection orders.
There is no laundry list for what offenses constituiea Crime
Involving Moral Twpitude (CIMT).Simple assaults usually do
not constitute a CIMT (though a doniestic violence offenseis a
separate ground for deportation). Theft or fraud offenses are
crimes involving moral turpitude. Thus, a shoplifting offense
is a CIMT. However, for a £kt time CIMT to be a deportable
offense, it must carry apotentialsentence of one year or longer
(thus exduding offenses less than a Class A misdemeanor)and
must have occurred within 5 years of the person receiving his
legal permanent residency in the US., 8 U.S.C.S. Sec.
1227(a)(Z)(A)(i).Conversely, someone convicted of multiple

CIMTs is deportable regardless of the severity of the offense
and how long after receiving his residency the second offense
occurred, 8 U.S.C.S. Sec. 1227(a)(Z)(A)(ii).
For example, a person with no prior criminal history convicted of a dass A misdemeanor theft more than five years after
gettinglegal permanent residencyis not deportable (one CIMT
occurring more than 5 years after acquiring residency). Nor is
a person who just received their permanentresidencyand pleads
out to a first tune B misdemeanor shoplifting offense deportable (B misdemeanorsdo not carry apotentialsentence ofmore
than one year). However, if the same person picks up a second
B misdemeanor shopliftingor other theft offense two years later,
he IS deportable.
RELIEF FROM DEPORTATION
Unlike aggravated felonies, persons convicted of offenses
under 237 of the INA arenot automaticallydeportable andmay
be eligiile for relief from deportation (now called removal)
through Cancellation of Removal, 8 U.S.C.S. Sec. 1229b(a).
To be eligible for Cancellation of Removal, a person must
have been legally in the United States for 7 years prior to the
time the offenses occurred, with the last five years being as a
lawful permanent resident, and he must not have been convicted of an aggravated felony In analyzing whether a client
who has been a permanent resident for 7 years is eligible for
cancellation of removal, it is critical to 6rst establish that he
was previously convictedfor an offense that would have stopped
his 7 years as a lawful permanent resident.
OTHER STRATEGIES TO AVOID DEPORTATION
From an immigration standpoint, a criminal defense
attorney's top priority is to avoid an aggravated felony conviction that will result in the client's automatic deportation. It may
be impossible to avoidpleadiig a client to a deportable offense.
However, there are sentencing strategies that can avoid an aggravatedfelony conviction and keep the dient eligible for Cancellation of Removal.
Some offenses, like crimes of violence and theft offenses,
become aggravated felonies by virtue of having a prison sentence of one year or more imposed, 8 U.S.C.S. Sec.
1101(a)(43)(F) (keep in mind that suspended sentences are
considered imposed for INS purposes). For these offenses, a
probated sentence that carries a suspended prison time of one
year or more, (such as two years TDC suspended for two years
probation), results in an aggravated felony conviction.
In this situation, the defense attorney can opt for deferred
, adjudication.Though the deferred adjudication still constitutes
a conviction for INS purposes, it does not carry the suspended
prison sentence that makes the theft or aggravated assault a
crime of violence. So, if the D.A. is offering a plea bargain of
two years probation, carryingwith it a two years suspended jail
or TDC sentence, a defense attorney can counter with an offer
of 5 years deferred adjudication. The 5 years probation will not
trigger the aggravated felony provision.
Remember, this only works with an offense that bewmes an
aggravated felony by virtue of the sentence imposed.
If no plea agreement can be reached and the dient is conJANUA~~Y/FEBRUARY
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vided, an appeal should be fled. A conviction must be final to
be a deportable offense. A pending appeal prevents the offense
from being h a 1 for immigration purposes.
DEALING WITH IMMIGRATION HOLDS
Abyproduct ofthe IIRAIRAwas a more aggressiveINSwith
a mandate to seek out and deport criminal aliens. The INS began investigating aliens in jail M pending criminal charges,
completing jail sentences, or arrested for unpaid aaffic tickets.
As a result, a defense attorney hired to bond out a client arrested for something as minor as a DWI, suddenly found himself unable to secure the client's release because of an INS hold.
The following is meant as a primer on dealing with INS holds.
Fi,a Dending charge cannotbe the basis for an INS hold.
An INS hold can only be based on one of two things: either the
client does not have legal status in the United States, or he has a
prior conviction that makes him deportable.In other words, if
counsel is hired to defend someone who was arrested &er the
police stopped him for erratic driving, after which the client
failed a sobriety field test, was found with a concealed weapon
under the drier's seat, and a bag containing what the police
report described as a "green leafy substance;" and upon trying
to bond out the client, counsel discovers that an INS hold has
been placed; none of the pending charges can be the basis for
the TNS hold. Either the client does not have legal status in the
United States, or he has a prior offense that makes him deportable.
A pending application through a spouse does not give the
client legal status. Even an INS Approval Notice based on an
application through a spouse may onlymean that the detainee
is waiting in line until their priority date (their place in line)
becomes current. Likewise, persons who entered on visas may
have overstayed their permitted time in the US. even though
the visa in their passport may not have expired. For example,
the State Departmenttypicallyissues ten-year multi-entrytourist visas. But the time the person is permitted to remain in the
United States is determined by a piece of paper (the 1-94) issued at the US. port of entry, usually not good for longer than
six months.
Second, an INS hold does not necessarilymean thattheperson will be deported. In almost all cases, persons detained on
INS holds have arigbtto ahwingbefore an Immigration Judge.
If the dient is a legal permanent resident of the United States,
and the hold is based on an old conviction, the client is eligible
for a bond. If the DIS sets no bond, or a high bond, the client
can file a Motion for A Bond Hearing to be heard by an I&gration Judge,who canthen reduce the client'sbond, 8 U.S.C.S.
Sec. 1226. Even if the person does not have legal sfatus in the
United States, he is still eligible for a bearing before an Immigration Judge,who can still set or reduce the client's bond. This
is particularly likely to happen if the chent has a pending INS
application through an immediate family member.
An Immigration Judge will not have jurisdiction over the
client untilhe has beenreleasedfram state custody. This means
that the criminal bond must be posted before the Motion for
the BondHearing can be consideredbytheImmigration Judge.
However, it is important to advise the client and the client's
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family that paying the uiminal bond will not result in the
detainee's release, only his transfer to INS custody, and usually, to another detention facility.
As a practical matter, it is a good idea to have immigration
counsel retained before the criminal bond is paid. This allows
the attorney to advise the family and the detainee on what's
ahead, and on occasions, to negotiate abond amount with the
INS before the hearing. Typically it takes 7-10 days from the
time a Motion for a Bond Hearing is filed until the Immigration Judge hears it. It's a good idea to prepare the &ent and
his family for the mt.
It is also possible that anINS bold will kickin upon completion of the client's sentence or when the client turns himself
in under a work release program. Under this situation, the
underlying offense triggers the hold.

BACK TO THE FUTURE:
RETROACTIVITY AND THE 82:CYR DECISION
The most Orwellian feature of the IIRAIRA is that it
attempted to apply all the changes retroactively. Since the
IIRAIRA , defense attorneys were swamped with phone calls
h m past clients who tookplea bargains years ago for offenses
that were not deportable at the time, or for which there existed relief £ram deportation under 212 (c) of the Act. These
same clients suddenlyfound themselvesautomaticallydeportable in 1996, without a chance to apply for relief from depor-

tation. Even my then eight-year-oldson understood that it was
unjust and wrong to change the rules after the game was over.
It took the U.S. Supreme Court eight years to reach the same
condusion. But they did.
In INS v. St. Cyr, the Supreme Court ruled that Section 212
(c) relief remains available for aliens whose convictions were
obtained through plea agreements and who, not withstanding
those convictions, would have been eligible for 212(c) relief at
the time of their plea under the law then in effect.The result of
St. Cyr is that thousands of aliens who faced automatic deportatlon for preIEURAdated offenses (1996) nowhayerelief from
deportation. While the St. Cyt analysis is limited to aliens eligible for relief from deportation, similar arguments can be applied to aliem who received deferred adjudications, and thus
were not deportableat the time because deferred adjudications
were not final convictions.
CONCLUSION
Despite all the changes in the immigration laws, an old adage remains true: "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound a
cure." With the St. Cyr decision, many of the retroactive provisions of the IlRAlRA were nullified. However, convictions occurringsince 1996 can still lead to tragic results for dients whose
life in thts country could come to an abrupt end, without a

chance to present their case before an immigration judge. It is
criticalfor defense attorneys, their malpractice carriers, and their
clients, to consult an immigration attorney prior to entering a
plea bargain or going to trial. Even if deportation proceedings
are unavoidable, solutions may be found that will result in the
client having the opportunity to present his case before an Immigration Judge and explain why his conviction represents an
aberrationfrom his normal conduct andwhy he should hegiven
a second chance to remain in the US. &
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VERY om OF US has tried a
case in which our client
protests their innocencedeq i t e their confessiontothe
crime, an eyewhess identification, or testimony
h m wimeses' memory that make our
dent's innocence, improbable if not impossible. Sometimes the truth is, our dien* are lying to us and are guiiy But,what
do you do about those other cases? The
ones that haunt you at night or whenever
you think about the c a w you have tried.
The cases where against dl "reason" you
suspect you represented or represent aninnocent. How do you effectively represent
those clients in the face of seemingly overwhelming evidence? The cases where the
prasautoxs and judges scoff and suggest
that you are three bricks short of a m load
if you think your client's profwion of innocence is truth.
Science givesus avenues of analysis and
am& that are often counterintuitive, hut
potentially effedve. Using science in this
manner requires much more than simply
throwing an "apert" up on the witness
stand and hoping that 1) his or her testimony will be admitted, and 2) if it is, the
jurywill find it helpful, credible, andmayhe
wenpersuasive. It is the purpose afthispaper to open a gate and make suggestions.
No paper, short of a set of book Nnning
to volumes, and updated daily wuld do
more.

TEX. RULE E VIL~.702, is the basic vehicle for introducing
scientific evidence to the trier of fact.
Rule 702. Testimony by Experts. If suentific,
technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or
to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as
an expert by knowledge, &il
experience,
l,
training,
or education may testify thereto in the form of an
opinion or otherwise.

6. The clarity of the explanation to the Court of the underlying scientific theory and technique.
7. The technique andskill of the person applying the technique on the occasion in question.

Id

To be considered relevant, the expert's testimony must assistthe trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine
a fact in issue, and it must be sdidently tied to the facts of the
case that it will aid the jury in resolving a factual dispute. Kelly
v. State, supra, 572; Jordan v. State, 928 S.W.2d 550, 555 (Tex.
For years the standard of admissibilityin most jurisdictions Crim. App 1996); Morales v. State, 32 S.W.3d 862, 865 (Teu.
was the famous "Frye Standard" from a 1923 decision of the Crim. App. 2000); McGann v. State, 30 S.W.3d 540,544-45 ( T a
D. C. Circuit Court of Appeals. F y e v. Untted States, 54 App. App. - Ft. Worth 2000, pet. refd). Expert witness testimony
D.C. 46, 47, 293 P. 1013, 1014 (1923). Texas never explicitly should only be admitted when it is helpful to the jury and limadoptedthe"Frye Standard", but didemploy a simih test when ited to situations in which the expert's knowledge and experireviewinglower court decisions regarding the admission of sci- ence on a relevant issue are beyond that of the average juror.
entific evidence. Kelly v. State, 824 S.W.2d 568,572 (Tex.Crim. McGann v. State, supra at 545; Gonzalezv. State, 4 S.W.3d 406,
App.1992);Zani v. State, 758 S.W.2d233 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988); (Tex. App. Waco 1999, no pet.). The Court of Criminal A p
Reed v. State, 644 S.W.2d 479 (Tm.Crim.App. 1983). In 1992 peals has since Kelly described the relevance inquiry as follows:
the Court of Criminal Appeals ruled that the Texas Rules of
Relevance is by nature a looser notion than reliCriminal evidence supplanted pre-existing rnles governing the
ability. Whether evidence "will assist the trier of
admission of scientific evidence and set forth the standard that
fact"and is sufficiently tied to the facts of the case
would govern the admission of such evidence. Kelly v. State,
is a simpler, more strrught-forward matter to es824 S.W.2d 568 (TexCrim.App.,1992). The Kelly decision pretablish than whether the evidence 1s sufficiently
ceded the more famous Supreme Court decision in Daubert V:
grounded in science to be reliable. This is not to
MmrillDow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 US. 579,113 S.C. 2786
say that the relevancy inquiry will always be satis(1993). However, both decisions supplant F y and tie the admission of scientific evidence directly to the respective rules of
fied.See Pierce,777 S.W.2d at 414-16 (expertcould
evidence.
not say which scientific principles he discussed were
applicable to facts in case and he had no knowedge ofwitnesses'testimony);Roussea~l,
855 S.W.2d
The Kely Siandard
InKelly the State was seeking to admit DNA evidence while
at 668 (expert only referred to "studies and did
not discuss whether any factors he planned to tesit was still relatively new in forensic circles. The state prevailed
@to would apply to factsof case); Wlliamsv. State,
at the trial level and Judge Campbell wrote for the majority of
the Court of CriminalAppeals. The Court heldthatunder Rule
895 S.W.Zd363,366 (Tex.Crim.App. 1994) (expert
failed to connect "generic testimony" to specific
702,' for scientific evidence to be admissible, it must be both
facts of case). The expert must make an effort to
relevant and reliable. To he considered reliable, scientific evidence must, in any pariicular case, satisfy three criteria:
tie pertinent facts of the case to the scientific principles which are the subject of his testimony. Establishing this connection is not so much a mat1. The underlying scientific theory must be valid.
ter of proof, however, as a matter of application.
2. The technique applying the theory must he valid.
lordan v. State, supra at 555.
3. The technique must have been properly applied on the
occasion in question.
Even if the scientific evidence is found to he reliable and
Keliy, 824 S.W,2dat 573. rudge Campbell also setf0,rthanon- relevant, a trial judge must "still decide whether the probative
exhaustive list of factors to be considered when determining 1 value of the testimony is outweighed by one or more of the
reliability of proffered scientific evidence.
factors identified in Rule 403,'' (Tac R Ev. Keny v. State, supra,
"
572.) Finallv. KeUv holds that the orononent of scientific evi1. The extent to which the theory is accepted by the rel- dence has the burden of persuading the court of the reliability
want scientific community.
and relevance of the scientific widence by clear and convinc2. The expert witness' qualifications.
ing evidence, Id at 573.
3. The existence of literature supporting or rejecting the
The Daubertstandard
theory or technique.
4. Potential rate of error of the technique.
Just over a year later, the United States Supreme Court ad5. Availability of other experts to test and evaluate the dressed the same issue of admissibility of scientific evidence
under the Federal Rules of Evidence. Rule 702 of the Federal
technique.

-
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Rules is identical to Rule 702 of the Texas Rules of Evidence. In proper case, Id. at 561, fn 9. Some of the confusion that has
Daubertv. MerriU Dow Pharmaceutrcals,509 US. 579,113 S.C. lead to the characterization of psychology as a Soft science" is
2786 (1993), the plaintiffs were trying to reverse a summary the tendency to admit expert testimony from clinicalpsycholojudgment for the pharmaceutical defendant. The plaintiffs gists who are accorded expert status, but who virtually never
claimed that their birth defects were caused by the defendant's back up their opinions with scientific reseirrch. Often, they are
product. The defendant had E D. A. studies that showed their cloaked in the mantle of an expert and thereafter allowed to
product (an anti nausea drug usedin early pregnancy) was safe opine freelywithoutbeing challenged on the basis of their opinand numerous highly qualified experts concurred. The plain- ions. In fact, there is a large body of material developed by retiff bad a list of experts who maintained that the results of the search psychologists that largely rely npon the same scientific
F. D. A. study were &wed and evidence from animal tests that methods that are used in the hard sciences. The fact that the
the product did cause birth defects.
courts are largely unfamiliar with this type of ezpert opinion
Justice Bladunun delivered the opinion of the Court. He held in the fields of psychology and sociology is largely the fault of
that& hees of Evidence had supersededthe Fryt docnine in the attorneys who bring them the evidence and their experts.
Federal Court and now governed the admission of scientific Close evaluation of the research done by psychologists in
evidence in thoseforums. In order to be cauedkientific knowl- academia, the methods of analysis used and the controlsplaced
edge'', an inferencemustbe derivedby use ofscientificmethod, on the research,suggest that the distinction between "hard"and
Id., 509 U.S. at 590. The Court must determine "whether the "soft" science may be a creation of the Court that is not justiexpert is proposing to testify to (1) scientifc knowledge that fied by the reality of research psychology. It may be helpful for
(2) will assist the trier of fact to understand or determine a fact the advocate to be prepared to justify the validity of scientific
in issue." Id. 509 U.S. at 592. If it has, then the following test evidence under both theKelly/Hartman analysis and the Nenno
should be used to determine if the evidence is admissible:
analysis.
The Caurt of CriminalAppeals' first opportunity after Kelly
1. Has the theory or technique been tested? Id. at 593.
and Dauberf to rule on the admissibility of scientific evidence
2. Has the theory or technique been subjected to peer re- challenging the reliability of eyewitness testimony was in Jarview. Id. at 593.
dan v. State, 928 S.W.2d 550 (Tex.Crim.App.J996) an aggra3. The known or potential rate of error for the technique. vated robbery case from Mansfield, a suburb of Fort Worth.
Id. at 594, (emphasis added).
The defendant was accused of robbing a 7-11 Store. Two men
4. Whether the theory and technique have general accep- were spotted by police shortly after the robbery occurred near
tance in the relevant scientific community. (The question from two vehicles that fit the description of the men and vehicles
the Rye test still is relevant, just not determinative.) Id at 594. used in the robbery. The men fled on foot and escaped The
defendant's photo identification card was found in one of the
The approach is not quite as detailed as Kelly but the thrust vehicleg. The complainant was shown a photo spread containof the test is the same.
ing a photo of the defendant but was unable to identify anyone. About a month later he was shown a second photo spread
Subsequent developments in Texas:
with a more recent photo of the defendant and this time made
Since Kelly and Daubert were decided they have been sub- a positive identification.At trial the co-defendanttestified that
ject to interpretatian. The state courts have held that the KelZy he was one of the robbers and his brother, the defendant was
test is substantially the same as theDauberttestJordan v. State, not involved. The co-defendant identified another man as the
928 S.W.2d 550, 554 (Tex.Crim.App.l996), and is to apply to second robber.
The defense offeredthe testimony of a clinical psychologist,
all scientific evidence. Harmurn vs. State, 946 S.W.2d 60 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1997).However, the Court of Criminal Appeals has Dr. Ray Finn, who testified to the following points outside the
drawn a distinctianbetween what they call hard science (phys- presence of the jury:
ics and chemistry) and soft science (psychology andsociology).
In the latter areas, the Court proposes a modified test:
1. He is a degreed psychologist with emphasis in
forensic psychology. His special training and exTheappropriatequestionsare: (1)whether the field
, pertise in the area of eyewitness identification
of expertise is a legitimate one, (2) whether the
comes fmm self education, reading the works of
subject matter of the expert's testimony is within
others in the field, working with crimevictimsconthe scope of that field, and (3) whether the exp&
cerning memory, and teaching coursesin this area.
2. Dr. Finn was apprized of many of the facts of the
testimony properly relies npon and/or utilizes the
principles involvedin the field. These questions are
case including information about the photo
spreads, by the defense prior to forming his opinmerely an appropriately tailored translation of the
KeUy test to areas outside of hard science.
ions. 3. He is of the opinion that there is a signifcant chance that Officer Sander's identification of
appellant is not as reliable as it would have been
Nenrro v. State, 970 S.W.2d 549 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998). It is
had a number of factors not been present, indudimportant to note that the Court admitted in Nenno that the
original &lly factors could apply in the "soft sciences" in the
ing having seen a photo identification card with
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might affect the reliability of eyewitness identification, his testlmony was sufficiently tied to the facts to meet the requirement that it be helpful to the jury on the issue of eyewitness
reliability,and thus wasrelevant.'The question under Rule 702
is not whether there are some faas of the case that the expert
failed to take into account, hut whether the expert testimony
took into account enough of the pertinent kcfacts to be of assistance to the trier of fact on a fact in issue. That some facts were
not taken into account by the expert is a matter of weight and
credibility, not admissibility. In view of the facts that Finn did
consider, the omssions in his testimony did not so undermine
the value of his testimony as to render it unhelpful to the jury."
Jordan vs. State, supra at 556. The case was remanded to the
Court of Appealsto reconsider the admissibility of the evidence.
Unfortunately for Mr. Iordan, although he won thebattle in
the Court of Criminal Appeals, he lost the war on remand in
the Court of Appeals. Jordan vs. State, 950 S.W.2d 210 (Tex
App. - Ft. Worth 1997,pet ref'd). On remand the Court of Appeals followed the Court of Criminal Appeals' opinion and
foundthat Jordanhad established that the testimony of Dr. Finn
was relevant to an issue in the case. The Court of Appeals determined that it then had to decide whether the defendant had
met his burden of establishing the scientific relibility of Dr.
Finn's testimony under the Kelly standard. The Court noted
that the proponent ofthe proffered scientik evidence has the
burden ofproving its scientific reliabilitybyclear and wnvincing evidence. Id at 212. The Court set about to apply the factors set forth inKellyto determine whether or not the trial court
abused its discretion in excluding Dr. Finn's testimony. The
Court noted that "if the trial court's decision to exclude the
evidence falls within the 'zone of reasonable disagreement: we
will affirm." Id; citing Montgomery vs. State, 810 S.W.Zd 372,
391 (Tex.Crim.App. 1990) (Op. on reh'g).
The Court of Appeals noted that it had "recently held that
Dr. Pin& opinion based on the same theories and offeredunder a similar predicate failed to meet the admissibility requirements of expert sdentiiic testimony offered under Rule 702.
The trial court ruled that the psychologist's testimony was See Forte vs. State, 935 S.W.2d 172,177 (Tex. App. - Ft. Worth
inadmissibleon the ground that the subject matter of the testi- 1996, pet. refd). This court held that the trial court did not
mony was not beyond the common knowledge of jurors, that abuse its discretion m exclndiug the proffered testimony beit would supplant the jurors' role in weighing credibility and cause Forte failed to present dear and convincingevidence that
the theories underlymg Dr. Finn's opinions were valid or that
that the same information could be brought out with &eaive
the
techniques used to apply those theories were valid." State
cross-examination. The Court of Appeals held the trial court
vs.
Jordan,
950 S.W.2d at 586. As it did in Forte, the Court of
did not abuse its discretion in excluding Dr. Finds testimony,
Appeals
found
that Jordan had Failed to present suBcient eviciting Pzerce VS. State, 777 S.W.2d 309 (Tex.Crim.App. 19851,
cert. &'d 110 S.Ct. 2603, and Rousseau vs. State, 855 S.W.2d dence of the validity of the scientific theories underlying Finds
666 (Tex.Crim.App. 1993),for the proposition that dpert tes- piniono or thevalidityof the techniquesusedto apply the theotimony concerning eyewitness reliability is not admisable if it ries. The Court, in particular,criticized the proffer of Dr. Finn's
is too general and does not fit the spe&c facts of the case. The testimony as follows:
Court of Appeals concluded that certain Facts of the case were
While Dr. Finn constantly referred to support for
not a part of Dr. Finn's opinion. Thus, Dr. Finn's opinion did
thevalidityof the theoriesinvaguegeneralitiessuch
not sufficiently"fit" the facts of the case and was not relevant.
as "research of others:'"some research,"" a numThe Court of Criminal Appeals reviewed the Court of Apber of studies:'and wen"one specifictest;"he failed
peals'opinion to determine whether it erred in finding that Dr.
Finn's testimony was not relevant. The Court of Criminal Apto mention by name any other person who purports to be an expert inthe field or produce or name
peals reversed the Court of Appeals finding that although Dr.
the
studies he relied on to research his opinions.
Finn's testimony did not addresa every conceivable factor that
appellant's photo on it prior to viewing the photo
spread. 4. There is a process call[ed] "proactiveinhibition"which describeshow mis~dentification
has
occurred due to seeing a photograph at a time between an event and a later photo spread. There have
been studies that have demonstrated this effect. 5.
He is of the opinion that Mr. Brig& identification
of appellant could have been undermined by proactive inhibition caused by the first photo spread.
He is of the further opinion that his identification
could have been undermined by the fact that appellant was the onlysubject common to both photo
spreads, and the fact that appellant's photo was the
only full body position. 6. Research refers to the
effectofsomething called "weapon focus." Weapon
focus and the emotional trauma associated with it
can undermine a person's ability to recall or identify someone. Weapon focus can cause a narrowing of perception. 7. There is a state of mind that
occurs when people are traumatized called "state
dependent learning? When people perceive an
event in a traumatized state, they are less likely to
be able to recall when they are asked to do so in a
calm state of mind. 8. Research shows that people
aregenerally less able toidentify or remember faces
from ethnic groups different than their awn. This
could affect the identifications of appellant by Mr.
Briggs and Officer Sanders. 9. There is a termcalled
"memory hardening* which refers to the effect of
being asked to recall an event a number of times.
This kequent recallhas a tendency to alter memories. Consequently, the degree of certainty with
which witnesses believein their identificationisnot
related to accuracy. Someone can be certain, but
yet inaccurate. They are not necessarilylying.
Jordanv. State 928 S.W.2d 550,552 -553.
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Dr. Finn also admitted thathehadnever been subjected to peer review or conducted scientific research to test thevalidity of these theorieshimself.
Finally, there is not evidence of the rate of error in
applying Dr. Finn's method of reaching his condusions under the theories he discussed. Based on
the record before ns, we cannot say that the trial
court abused his discretion in exduding his testimony Id.
In Nufiomvs.Srute,944 S.W.2d 795 ('1i.x. .\pp. - Austin 1997,
pet. rcfd), the Third Court of Appeals arrived at a different result. Nations was an aggravated sexual assault case where the
most highly contested issue was the victims' identification of
her assailant. The complainant's initialidentification of the accused was through a six photograph lineup. It appears she also
identifiedthe defendant in trial. In rebuttal, the defense offered
the testimony of Dr. Caren Phelen, apsychologist with a Ph.D.
from the University of Maryland and who had donepost-doctoral work in neuropsychology on the nature of memory as
well as additional training in that area. Dr. Phelen testified that
she had done agreat deal of research on the nature of memory,
in particular the impact of post-aaumatic stress on the accuracy of memory and had also trained with some of theleading
experts in the field of memory. Outside the presence of the jury
she testified to some of the pitfalls of identification by eyewitnesses and related certain scientific findings to the facts of the
case. She concluded that those factors could affect the accuracy
of the victim's memory. She further testified that due to her
training andstudy she believed shehad more knowledgeabout
theway human memoryworh and about the reliabilityofeyewimess identificationthan theaverage juror. The State objected
to the relevance of her testimony on the ground that it would
be of no assistance to the jury. The trial court sustained the
objection. Relying on the Court of Criminal Appeals' decision
in Jordan vs. State, 928 S.W.2d 550 (Tex.Crim.App. 1996), the
Third Court of Appeals held that the testimony of Dr. Phelen
was relevant and that the trial court's exclusion of the testimony was error.
Although the State had only objected to Dr. Phelen's testimony on the ground that it was not relevant and the Court of
Appeals ruled that the State had waived any objection as to the
reliability of Dr. Phelen's testimony, the Court of Appeals addressed the reliabilityissue. The Third Court of Appeals stated
that "we are not convinced under the current law in this state
interpreting Rule 702 that it is appropriate to conduct a hearing on the reliability of evidence from the field of psychology.
Neither the Court of Criminal Appeals nor the Supreme Court
has specifically addressed the question of whethe; a reliability
inquiry is applicable to a social science such as psychology."
Nations vs. State, supra at 799-800. The Court recognized that
there is a difference in scientific, technical and other specialized knowledge under Rule 702. The Court noted that many
commentators would distinguish different types of expert testimony and would subject them to different screening under
Rule 702. Id. at 800. "Among other problems, the criteria used
to evaluate scientific testimony cannot be properly applied to
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fields of expertisewhich are not based on the scientificmethod,
the process of retesting scientific hypothesis by duplicatingthe
original experimental conditions.... Many commentators have
urged courts to restrict Daubertireliability prong to purely scientitkknowledge and to assess all other expert testimony only
for helpfulness to the trier of fact, without evaluating the underlying theory and the methodology....Other commentators
recognize the di&culty of applying Dauberti criteria to nonscientific areas like psychology, engineering or accountingand
advocate adapting the factors to better fit non-scientific evidence." Id. The Court went on to state that psychology,"especially opinions regarding psychological syndromes and problems with eyewitness identification, may fall more in the category of specialized knowledge, rather than scientific knowledge." Id. at 801. Even though it was uncertain that the reliability prong of Kelly should be applied to the field of psychology,
the Court concluded that "on this record, Dr. Phelen's testimony sufficiently complies with the Kelly criteria to be held
reliable." The Court held that it would have been an abuse of
discretion for the trial judge to have exduded the testimony of
Dr. Phelen. In support of its holding, the Court of Appeals
pointed to other jurisdictions which had a p p m d the admission of stpert testimonyon the reliability of eyewitness identification: United States vs. Moore, 786 F2d 1308, 1312 (5" Cir.
1986); State vs. Chapple,660 P.2d 1208,1218 (Az. 1993); United
States vs. Downing, 753 E2d 1224,1241-42 (3d Cir. 1985). As
the pivotal defensive issue was thevictim's misidentification of
the defendant as her offenderand the proffered testimony challenged the reliability of the victim's identification, the Court
was unable to determine beyond a reasonable doubt that the
exclusion of Dr. Phelen's testimony made no contribution to
the conviction. The trialcourt's judgmentwas reversed and the
case was remanded for a new trial.
The distinction between the standard of admissibdity for
%rdn scienceversus that for"soft" science was revisited by the
Court of Criminal Appeals in Weatherred vs. Statp, 15 S.W.3d
410 (Tex. Crim. App. 2000). Theissuein Weatherredwaswhether
the Court of Appeals erred in holding the trial court's exclusion of expert testimony on the lack of reliability of eyewitness
testimony was an abuse of discretion. The Court of Criminal
Appeals applied the standard of reliabilityfor'koft" science that
was set forth in Nenno vs. State, supra. The Court held that the
reliability of "soft" scientificevidence is established "by showing (1) the field of expertiseinvolved is a legitimate one, (2) the
subject matter of the expert testimony is within the scope of
that field, and (3) the expert testimony properly relies upon or
,ut&es theprinciplesinvolvedin that field," Weatherredvs.State,
supra at 542:The Court of Criminal Appeals further noted that
it must uphold the trial court's ruling if it was in the zone of
reasonable disagreement, citing Montgomery vs. State,supra and
that it must review the trial court's ruling in light of what was
before the trial court at the time that ruling was made. Id.
Rwiewing the expert testimony proffered at the trial court,
the Court of Criminal Appeals found that the proffer was lacking. The Court noted thatthe defendant had offered the expert's
testimony, but nothing else. "Furthermore, a close examination of Deffenbacher's [defendant's expert] testimony reveals

that, although he claimed that he and others had carried out
extensive research on reliability of eyewitnessidentification and
that he himself had written much on that subject, he faiied to
produce or even name any of the studies, researchers, or writings in question. The trial court did not state its reasons for
excluding DeEenbacher's testimony, but, given what the trial
court had before it at the time it ruled,it could have reasonably
concluded that Appellant failed to carry his burden of showing
that the proffered expert testimony was scientikally reliable,
citingJordan vs. State, 950 S.W.2d 210,212 (Tex. App. - Pt. Worth
1997,pet. refd). Thus, the Court of Criminal Appeals reversed
the Court of Appeals' holding that the hial court had abused
its discretion in excluding the expert testimony.
The State and some judges may interpret Weatherred as an
overruling of Jordan vs. State and contend that it renders expert testimony on reliabilityof eyewitnesses to be inadmissible.
Such a reading would be incorrect because in Weatherred the
Court of Criminal Appeals cited its prior decision in Jordan vs.
State, 928 S.W.2d 550 (Tex.Crim.App. 1996), with approval. lnstead, Weatherred should he read to reaffirm the use of the
modified Kelly criteria for "soft" sciences; to reiterate the degree of discretion the trial court has in admitting and exduding evidence; and illustrates that the proponent of scientific
evidence must strictly adhere to the proof required by filly in
order to introduce scientific evidence before the jury.
The foregoing and other cases decided under Kelly and
Daubert provide substantial guidance to the proponent of scientific evidence.Counsel should pay particular attention to the
factors set forth in Kelly.
Adegree alone isnot enough to qualiiapurported
expert to give an opinion, as the case may be, on
every conceivable medicalquestion,legaI question,
or psychologicalquestion.The inquiry must be into
the actual qualiJication.See Broders, 924 S.W.2d at
153.There must be a'lfit" between thesubject matter at issue and the expert's familiarity therewith.
Id. The proponent must establish that the expert
has knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education regarding the specific issue before the trial
court which would qualify the expert to give an
opimon on that particular subject. Id.
Roise v. State, 7 S.W.3d 225 (Tex. App, - Austiu 1999).3 An
expert's bold assurance that he knows what he is talking about
and that it is scientifically supported is not enough ;o satisfy
the Daubert standard. Minnesota Minihg and Manufacmnng
Company v. Atterbury, 978 S.W.2d 183, 197 (Tex. App. Texarkana 1998). It is probably necefsary for the expert wituess to be able to name andproduce copies in court of the studies, researchers and writings upon which the expert relies. The
production of such material, along with the te8timony of the
expert should show that the underlying scientific theory and
technique are accepted as valid by the relevant scientific wmmunity, establish the existence of literature that supports or
rejects the underlying scientific theory and technique, iUustrate
the potential rate of error of the technique applied and show

that there are other experts that have tested and evaluated the
technique. In addition, the expert must be able to clearly articulate and explain the underlying scientific theory and technique and state a fum belief that the theory and technique are
valid. While it is probably not necessary that your expert
actually conduct research in the area, it is preferable. Nations vs. State, supra at 798 801; Jordan vs. Stute, 928 S.W.2d at
556, fn.8.
A reading of the cases indicates that Texas courts m theory
accept that expert testimony on the issue of the reliability of
eyewitnesses may be relevant, reliable and thus admissible.
However, turning this theory into reality for your client will
require strict adherence to the applicable legal standards. &

Endnotes
Rule 702 is unchanged in the new consolidated Rules of Evidence.
2 NennO was overruled on other grounds in State v. Termzas, 4
S.W.3d 720 (Tex. Crim. App. 1999).The holding on scientificevidence b
still the law. Weathered vs State. 15 S.W.3d 540. 542 (Tex. Crim. App.
..
2000).
3 Roise is an interesting case involving "soft science". It is a child
pornography case in which the state proffered a psychologist to testify
that certain photographs that the defense maintained were art (some
were 50 to 100 years old) were in fact kept to illicita sexual response and
with respect to their
would cause the viewer to develo~
. havpropriately
..
scxuo oenw 1 . t ~cxpcll also test fwr thai tnr ;~b:rtr of the photograpns warn rmned by be ng pnotographed aitho~)$~
hc had aoro ..tcly
no traming to sJppoll n s opinton Thc Coull applivo 1hcNerrrru stsnaard
for jbdgtng the adm.svhhty of "softsc,mce " Ihc CoA ..tor~ntely,and
correctly concl~dcwthat thc trlal court Au\cd ts dlrcretwr~by admftnng
h e ev~dew!Of vxrsc, 11w a i hamdt% Id. a1 238
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NO.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT

STATE OF TEXAS

vs.

COUNTY TEXAS
JUDICIALDISTRICT

MOTION FOR DISCOVERY AND FOR
DISCLOSURE OF VIDEOTAPE EVIDENCE

TO THE HONDLRABLEJUDGE OF SAID COURT:
Defendant in this cause of action, by and through his attorney, Bruce
COMES NOW,
S. Faxandmoves the Courtto order the District Attorney to pmvide the Defendantwithacopy of them
contents of the videotaped statement given by the ~ o m ~ l a i i witness
& ~ in this case,and for causewould
show the following:
L

This request is to allow Defendant to properly prepare for trial and cross- examination of the State's
key and complaining witnm in the above titled cause, who also is the victim in this alleged Aggravated
Sexnal Assault of a Child,
11.
fn MEm v. Sate., 70 SW 3rd 841 (Tex Crim. App. 2002) the Court ruled that in order to have evidence admittedundera hearsay exception, and/or for the purpose of impeachment, the proponent of the
evidence mu&sufficiently segregate the evidence so that those parts which are inadmissible are eot comingled with tbe pats that are admisslWe.

The Defendant be6ew that parts of thevideo in question will headmissible under the Tews Rules of
Evidence,and tlwt after the complaining witnesstestifies,certain ather material within thevideo may a h
become admissible.

Without adequate oppostunityto obtain and review the video, to delineate and segregate thosestat6
ments which the defense believes might be admissible, the Defendant cannot be prepared to properly
cross examine the complaining witness, or to pr&nt only the relwant and competent swidence to the
Court for considerationof admissibiliq,

Y
Each and every ofthe above -listed items is needed by defense counsel in orde' to properly prepare f o ~
trial. Wfiout discovery of said items, Defendant will be deprived of his rightto due process of law, to be
informedofthe nature of the accusation against him, to c o d a n t and cross examinethe witnesses against
him, and to k v e effeai7reassistance of counsel, all of which are guaranteed to hi by the Fifth, S i and
Fourteenth Amendments to theU.S. Comtitnti8n;Artick 1, Section 10 and 19 of t h e T m Constitution,
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and Artide 1.04,1.05 and 1.25 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. Defendant would further show
that the tangible items sought, andinformation requested, if extant, are in the possession of or available to
theagents of the State of Texas, and cannot be examined or obtained prior to trial except by Court Order.
If necessary, the materiality of items and infurmation sought will be further shown at the hearing on this
motion.
This motion is made in good faith, and not for the purpose of delay.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Defendant prays that the Court grant the foregoing motion and order the Attorney for the State, to Provide the Defendant with a wpy of the requested materials
at least two weeks prior to trial.

RespectfullySubmitted,

Bruce S. Fox
State Bar. No. 07330600
404 W. 13th St.
Austin, TX. 78701
(512) 444-4369
FAX: (512) 476-9264

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
By my signature above, I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing motion has been
O
furnished to the
County District Attorney's office,Austin, Texas on L

NO.

5

STATE OF TEXAS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

5
5
5
5

vs.

COUNTY. TEXAS
JUDICIAL DISTRICT

ORDER
On this day came onto be heard the Defendant's Motion for Discovery and for Disclosure of Videotape
Evidence to the Defendant, and the Court having considered the same;
IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant's motion is GRANTEDIDENIED,
SIGNED AND ENTERED
. no

20,

JUDGE PRESIDING
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In Willover v. State, 70 SW 3rd 841 (Tex. Crim. App 2002), the
Court ruled that for evidence to beadmitted under a hearsay
exception, and/or for purposes of impeachment, the
proponent of the evidence must sufficiently segregate the
evidence so that the parts which are inadmissible are not comingledwith the admissible evidence profared. Willoverwas
excludedfromadmitting twovideotapes depictinginterviews
a child abuse specialist conducted with a childvictim because
his counsel failed to extract kom the tapes the admissible prior
inconsistent statements he sought to use to impeach the
victim. From a practical standpoint, under similar facts, this
seems to require that counsel for the Defendant must proffer
an edited version of a tape that he typically has no access to.
Notwithstanding the necessity of having sufficient video
editing equipment to put the tape in order, I'm certain that
counsel must be prepared to do so in a manner that does not
disrupt the orderly procession of the ongoing jurytrial. These
concerns, and others (such as taking care of as much as
possible prior to trial to free one's mind of the 10,000 other
thoughts that are racing during litigation), led to me to
promulgate the enclosed Motion for Discovery and for
Disclosure of Videotape Evidence. While the Motion was not

successful, the Judge did acknowledge that he was aware of
"the problem,"andthat he would offer me some remedy when
"the time came." I tried to remind him that I was a little slow,
and that I might need a whole day to produce an admissible
copy. To this, the Judgenodded. I'm not sure if he was agreeing
that I was slow, that it could take me a whole day to edit the
video, or both. In any event, at least you bring the natnre of
this problem to the Court's attention early on.You might wen
find a Court which recognizes that providing the accused's
attorneywith anup- front copy ofthedegedvktim'svideotape
might just be fair play, or at least, it would aid in moving the
trial along without undue delays. Good luck.

Bruce S. Fox received his ].Dfrom St. Mary's University
in 1980 and an M.A. in Criminologyfrom Sam Houston
State Univerrity in 1984. He previously was an Inmate
StaffAttomey at the T e ~Department
s
of Corrections, a
Travis County Prosecutor and an Assistant Texas Attorney
General. Since 1987, he has maintained a solo criminal
defense practice in Austin.

Good News from the CCA
By a 5-4 vote, the Court of Criminal Appeals kept the
judicial doors open for innocent people, despite prosecution efforts to shut and lock the door forever.
Wesley Ronald Tuley had been tried for aggravated
sexual assault, but the prosecution could only muster
two guilty votes in the jury room. While the jury was
deadlocked, Tuley agreed to a 10-deferred adjudication and prompt release from jail and pled guilty. At
thattime. Tuley had been incarcerated throughout the
time of his trial. and was unable to afford to continue
with his retaindd counsel for any subsequent trial. He
was addicted to drugs and suffering from withdrawal
as well. His deferred adjudication probation was subsequently revoked and he was sent to prison. Two
yean later, hisaccusercame forward and revealed not
only that the allegation was wholly untrue, but that
she had disclosed her fabrications immediately after
she made it and throughout the time of trial.
Tuley came to Lee Bright, a Dallas criminal defense
lawyer, who also brought in Michael P. Levine, a
newly-licensed criminal defense lawyer. The two filed
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a writ application, got a hearing and proved Tuley's
innocence to the satisfaction of the Dallas trial judge,
Judge Karen Greene. Judge Greene made extensive
findings and legal conclusions and recommended rehef. Then things got a bit scary.
The Court of Criminal Appeals ordered the parties
to brief the issue whether Tuley's guilty plea should
equitably bar his innocence claim, despite the fact that
prosecutors never uttered a word about this contrived
new theorv for blottinft out oroof of innocence from
the justice'system. On invitation, TCDLA stepped in,
and enli~tedKeith S. Hampton to assist Tuley's attorneys. After a spirited oral argument, the Court did the
right thing and backed the trial judge. As for the equity arguments, the majority said, "There is nothing
equitable about permitting an innocent person to remain in prison when he produces new evidence that
unquestionably shows that he did not commit the offense for which he is incarcerated." &

-

SUPREME COURT
GRANT OF RELIEF REVERSED: EARLY K PACKER, No. 01-1765, Cert to 9"' Circuit
(291 F.3d 569) Reversed 11/4/02; Opinion: Per Guriam.

Respondent was convicted of second-degree murder and attemptedmurderin state court.
Ninth Circuit granted habeas relief after concluding that the state trial judge wened the
jury's verdict (by giviog an Allen charge). Petitioners, including the state attorney genera,
Bed a petition for certiorari, which was granted.
IlliL1): Ninth Circuit used on incorrect standard of review because it failed to o r ~ g l y
upplv Supreme Court precedent. During dclibcrations, a juror requested dkrnisal from
the jury. Trial court asked the juror to conenue deliberating in order to prevent having to
start deliberations all over again with another person. Foreman later sent the judge a note
c~mplainingthat the juror wouldnot cooperate; the judge read thenote aloud in the presence of the jury and asked what the vote count was. The ''trouble-making" juror was the
sole dissenter. The judge again askd the juryto continue deliberating. Juror talked to the
judge again, but then continued to deliberate until the jury returned a guilty verdict. Supreme Court determined that it was reasonable for the state appellate court to conclude
that there was no jury coercion; the state appellate court%decision was not contrary@
established federallaw.Supreme Court rejected 91bCircuit's hdings that the state appellate
court (1)was required to cite Supreme h u r t casesand (2) hiled to wnsider the totaliyaf
the circumstances. The federal appellate court also improperlyapplied two cases that were
irrelevant to 52254(d)(1)determination.

-

CAPITAL MURDER HABEAS RELIEF REVERSED: WOODEORD V: VISCIOTTII No.
02-137 Cert. to 91bCircuit (288 E3d 1097) Reversed, 11/4/02; Opinion: Per C u r i

Respondent was sentenced to death after being convicted in state court of capital murder and other olljenses. On habeas, he contended that counsel was ineffective for failing to
present mitigating evidence in the capital sentencing proceedings. 9%Circuit aflirmed the
grant of mpondentxsfederal writ under 82254and State appealed.
'HELD: 9Circuit erred became the State court aoulied the amperstandard of review.
The federal appellate court found that the2ughest state wurt improperIy required respondent to prow that, but for his c o d ' s errors, respondent would not have been sentenced
to death, and that the state court's determination that respondent suffered no prejudice
from counsel's errors was objedivelyunreasoaable.Supreme Court held, however, that state
court applied the proper constitutional standard in evaluating whether respondent was
prejudiced by his wunsel'sassumed errors, and the wurtwas precluded under 52254from
substituting its judgment for that of the state court The state court properly expressed the
prejudice standard as requiring only a reasonable probability that respondeat's sentence
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would have been different. Further,the state court's fmdingthat
devastating aggravating factors warranted respondent's death
sentence regardless of whether the omitted mitigating evidence
was considered, was a determination entrusted by $52254 to
the state court and the determination was not objectively unreasonable. Grant uf relief is therefore reversed.
NO APPEAL FROM UNPROCESSED ATF PETITION: U.S.
K BEAN, No. 01-701, Cert. to 5" Circuit (253 F.3d 234)
Revrrurd, 12/10/02; Opinion; Thomas
Bean, a convicted felon prohibited from possessing firearms,
fled an application for relief from his firearmsdisability, relying on 18 U.S.C. $925(c), ATF returned the applicalion unprocessed because the appropriations law forbade it from expending any funds to investigate or act upon such applications.
Bean fled suit under $925[c), asking the District Court to conduct its own inquiry into his fitness to possess a gun and to
issue a judicial order granting relief. The court granted the requested relief, andthe Fifth Circuit affirmed.
HELD. The absence of an actual denial bv ATF of a felon's
petition precludes judicial review under 4925fc). Although
the Secretary of the Treasuryis authorized to grant relief from
a k e r n s disability if certain preconditions are met, and an
applicant may
if the Secretary denies
hi application, an appropriations bar has prevented ATF, to
which the Secretary has delegated this authority, from using
appropnatedhmds to investigate or act upon the applications.
5925tc)'s text and the procedure it lays out for seeking relief
make dear that an actual decision by ATF on an application 1s
a prerequisitefor judidalrwiew, and that mere inaction by ATF
does not invest a district court with independent jurisdiction.
The use in $925(c) of the word "review" to describe a court's
responsibility in this statutory scheme signifies that it cannot
grant relief on its own, absent an antecedent actual denial by
ATF. Judgment granting relief is therefore reversed.

FIFTH CIRCUIT
PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE - STUN BELT: CHAVEZ
VCOCKREU, -F.3d
-(5" Cir. 02-1W50,10129/02).

Gourt holds 1-year limitation period applies to prisoner's
chafiehge to disciplimary-proceedings.Complaint was that good
time credits had been improperlytaken away, which prevented
release onmandatory supervision. Court holds limitations stam
to run on date of disciplimary hearing. Limitations would be
tolled if defendant pursued an administrative appeal, which he
did not do here.
ACTUALIWNOCENCEEXCEPTIONTO PUNISHMENTIN
NON-CAPITAL CASE: HALEY V. COCKRELL, No. 01-41389

Defendant was convicted of a state jail felony. His sentence
was enhanced based in part on an aggravated robbery conviction. In fact, he had been convicted of attempted robberywithout a deadly weapon finding, and therefore enhancement was
not proper. State argued the claim had been waived because it
was not raised on direct appeal. Court agrees that claim was
barred, because state court had found it was waived. However,
court notes that petitioner can overcome bar if he can prove he
is actually innocent. Courts are split on whether the actual innocence exception applies to punishment issues in a non-capital case. Court concludes it does, and it applies in this case because petitioner established he was actually innocent of the
enhanced punishment.
DENIAL OF RIGHT TO ALIOCUTE: UNITED STATES v.
RAMON, No. 01-41095 (10110/02).
Defendant was on supervised release and a motion to revoke was fled. At the close of the evidence the court asked the
defendant ifthere was anything else he wanted to say.The court
then revoked his s u p e ~ s e release,
d
and immediately imposed
sentence. Court holds it was error to not allow the defendant
an opportunity to present evidencein mitigation, andthe court's
offer was not sufficient. Court also finds that reversal is automatic, even if no objection was made at the time, although it
expresses dissatisfaction with that rule.
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF SAWED-OFF SHOTGUN IS
CRIME OFVIOLENCE:UNITED STATESv. SERNA, No. 0140836 (10111lO2).

Court holds state court conviaion For unlawful possession
The defendant, in a state death penalty case, was outfitted of a sawed-off shotgun is a crime of violence. Court looks at
with a stun belt which accidentall~dischargedin open court, , federal statute, which is based on the assumption that the uncausing him to jump up, yell that he had been shocked, and lawfulpossessiun of such weapons is primarily forviolentpurthen pass out, all in front of the jury. Because the state trial poses.
court was within its authority to place the defen'dant in visible
restraints, there was no violation of presumption of innocence UUMV MAY NO MNGER BE A CRIME OF VIOLENCE:
here. All other constitutionalissues revolving around thesame UNITED STATES v. LEE, No. 01-11061 (10128102).
facts are barred by the non-retroactivity-principlesof Teague v
Lane.
Court has previouslyheld that unauthor~zeduse of amotor
whide isa crime of violence. However, courthas recently called
LIMITATIONS APPLIES TO CHALLENGES TO that holding into questionby holding theft of avehicle is not a
DISCIPLINARYPR0CEEDINGS:ICIMBRELZv. COCKRELL, crime of violence. Court focuses on whether UUMVis alesserNo. 01-10046 (10124102).
induded offense of theft, and suggests that if it is in a particu32 VOICE FORTHE DEFENSE JANUARY~FEBRUIRY2003

lar case, it would not be a crime of violence. Court does not
decide the issue, but instead remands so the lower court can
obtain and review the indictment in the UUMV case.
*+HABEAS CORPUS - STATE COURT FINDINGS
BATSON PROCEEDINGS: LADD K COCRRELLLL
E3d(Sth Cir.Oct. 24,2002).

-

In the course of affirming the denial of relief on petitioner's
Batson daim, the Flfth Circuit described its obligations under
§2254(d)(2)and (e)(l)as follows: "wepresume the state court*
factual findiigs are correct unless they would result in a decision that is unreasonable inlight of the evidence presented; the
unreasonableness,if any, must be established by dear and convincingevidence."

**HABEAS CORPUS - ATKINS CLAIMS OF MENTAL
RETARDATION - ABSTENTION: BELL K COCKRELL,
-F.3dp
(5th Cir. Oct. 17,2002).
On remand from the Supreme Court for reconsiderationin
li&t ofAtkinsv. Vxgp-mia,the Fifth Circuit addressedmthequesti& wbat to do with a capital habeas case in which the petitioner has consistently offered dinical evidence of mental retardation since his lirst trial, which took place in the 1970's."
[page numbers not available]. In his petition, which was filed
before Atkins was decided, petitioner raised a daim that his
execution would be unconstitutional because he is mentally
retarded, but the federal courts denied the daim on the merits
under Penty I. As to the applicability o f A t h s in these circumstances, the Fifth Circuit noted that "[bloth parties acknowledge that Atkins constitutes an exception to the non-retroactivity rule of Teague v. Lane. . ., and therefore applies retroactively to [tlhis habeas case. We agree." After reciting the relief
requested by each side, and recognizing the "welter of uncertainty" occasioned by the Supreme Court's decision to leave
the finer questions about how to apply Atkins to the states, the
court concluded as follows:
In these circumstances, inferior federal
courts have no useful role to play until and
unless following Atkins, a death sentence is
reaffirmed or again imposed on [petitioner]
by the state courts. Just how the state courts
will implement Atkins, we cannot say.
Clearly, however, the state must be ljven the
first opportunity to apply the Supreme '
Court's holding in order t o insure
consistency among state in6titutions and
procedures and to adjust its prosecutorid
strategyto the hitherto unforeseennew rule.
**The above two summaries are by John Blnme.

Defendant enteredgtdty pleabefore a United States Magistrate Judge, who fded a report and recommendation winch
District Court subsequently adopted. District Court did not
enter referral order until &er the plea bad been entered. Court
holds error is not jurisdictional, but procedural. Error was
waived by failure to object to magistrate's actions.
WAIVER OF APPEAL: UNITED STATES v. BAYMON, NO.
01-60879 (11/13/02).
Defendant entered plea agreement, which contained waiver
of appeal. He subsequently filed notice of appeal, arguing the
factual basis did not allege a crime. Court holds that a defendant cannot waive the right to not be convicted for conduct
that does not constitute a crime. The defendant loses the appeal because the court finds there is a sufficient basis to establish the disputed element, which is whether he was a public
official.

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR SUFFICIENCY
CHALLENGES: UNITED STATES v. HERRERA, NO. 00-51177
(11/26/02).
Panel originally held evidence was insufficient to establish
defendant was an unlawful user of controlled substances, and
en banc review was granted. Court holds defendant's motion
for judgement of acquittal did not address the proper issue,
and therefore review was for plain error. The motion asserted
the evidence was insuffic~entto establish the defendant was
addicted to controlled substances, and not that the widence
was insusaentto establish he was an unlawfuluser.Court notes
that a general motion would be sufficient, but where a specific
motion is made the grounds in the motion and on appealmust
be the same. [Editor's Note: This should cause us to seriously
think through suchmotions. If yon argue specitic grounds your
are waiving everything else. The end result in this case is that
the defendant loses under the plain error standard of review. It
is also worth noting that it was the court that raised this issue
onits own. No one had previously raisedit, even in the original
review by the panel.]

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
IMPORTANT HABEAS OPINION:
ACTUAL INNOCENCE CLAIM IS COGNIZABLE ON 11.07
WRIT EVEN IF APPLICANT PLED GUILTY: EX PARTE
WESLEYRONALD TULEY, No. 74364, from Dallas County;
RELIEF GRANTED, 12/18/02; Opinion: Price, joined by
Meyers,Johnson,Holcomb &Cochran; Dissent: Hervey, joined
by Keller & Keasler; Womack joined Pt I1 of dissent, & also
dissented w/o opinion.

Applicant was put to trial in 1997 for sexually assaulting his
JURISDICTION OF MAGISTRATE JUDGES: UNITED
girlfriend's daughter. When the jury hung 10-2 for acquittal,
STATES v. CARBAJAL, NO. 91-41466 (11/20/02).
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Applicant choae to plead guiltyinsteadof risking another trial,
and was placed on deferred for 10 yrs. Upon revocation of
probation he was sentenced to prison for the remainder of his
term. Applicant filed this writ upon learning that the complainant hadrecanted. After ahearing, d u ~ g w h i c&davits
h
and live testimony was introduced, the trial court entered findings of fact and concluded that Applicant was entitled to relief.
The State did not contest this hding. Applicant's writ was filed
and set to determine whether Applicant's guilty plea predndes
his actual innocence claim.
HELD: Aoolicant is entitled to relief because. deepite his
guilty olea. clear and convincing evidence shows that no rational .iurp would wnvict him in lieht of the new evidence.
CCA first notes that nothing in Ex Parte Bizondo, 947//202
(CCA 1996) (holdingthat a bare innocence claim is cognizable
on habeits) limits its analysis to jury or bench trials. A bare
innocence claim is not an attack on the jury's verdict. Rather,
what the Applicant wants is a new trial based on the new evidence, which will prove his innocence. The policy underlykg
Elimndo, that punishment of an innocent person offends federal due process, is the same for an Applicant regardless of
whether his case was heard by a judge or jury or whether he
pled guilty or not guilty. CCArejects allthreestate's arguments,
that (1) Applicant's claim is not subject to collateral review;
(2) public policy favors finality; and (3) granting relief will
award perjury.
First, the State's argument that review is precluded because
habeas is based on "equitable principles" is uupersoasive bemuse"there is nothing equitableabout permirring an innocent
person to remain in prison when be produces new evidence
that unquestionably shows that he did not commit the offense
for which he is incarcerated." The purpose of criminal proceeding is to separate theguilty from the innocent and sometimes the process goes wrong, which is not the fault of the system or tbe defendant. However, it is appropriatefor the judicial system to correct the error through habeas corpus. CCA
alsorejects State's claim that an actual innocence claim is nothing other than a challenge to the sufficiency of evidence. The
successful applicant must show by clear and wnvincing evidence that, despite evidenceof guilt, no reasonable juror could
have found him g d t y in light of the new evidence. This is not
an insufficient evidence claim.
Second, CCA rejects the notion that Applicant's argument
rewards and encourages perjury. State eomplams that inuocent defendants will be encouragedto plead guilty to get alight
sentence and then collaterally attack their convictions. "This
ignores the realities of pursuing a bare innocence claim undef
article 11,07. A defendant would have to assume that new evidence that aftirmativelyshows his innocencevrill appear from
nowhere."
Finall%theState's tinalityargumentis unpersuasivebecause,
although a voluntary, knowing an intelligent plea should be
affordedthe highest level of respect, courts have recognized that
when the new evidence unquestionably establishes the
applicant's innocence, it is difficult to conclude the plea was
accnrate or reliable. CCA cannot ignore dear and convincing
evidence of actual innocence. CCAalso rejects State's argument
34 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE JANIJAR~/FEBRUARY
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that convicting court will now be "flooded with countless applications"if Applicant gets relief. CCA notes that Applicants
have been able to file bare innocence claims in Texas since
Elizondo was handed downsixyears ago. Them800d"of applications has not materialized, and CCA has seen no evidence
thatElimndo'sholdingencourages inmates or their friends and
family to harass vjctims of crimesin an effort to make them to
recant. In fact, since Elizondo, only a few cases have resulted in
relief. Having said all this, CCA then analyzes the trial court's
recommendation of relief, and holds it was supported by the
record. At the bearing,&davits from the "victimnandher t w ~
friends were submitted, as well as live testimony from a friend.
Applicant also testified about his reasons for pleading guilty
(could not afford to keep retained counsel, bad to stay in jail,
and was a drug addict]. 'Xi1 judge also explained in her findingsthat she was surprised that Applicant had decided to plead
guilty because of the evidence that was presented to the jury,
which hung 10-2 for acquittaI. G u r t also urnsidered the witnessed testimony and &davits, that complainanthad toldthem
two or three days after making the allegations against Applicant, that theallegations were not m e , and that she madetbem
up because she hated Applicant. Trial court found the reasons
given by Applicant in the habeas hearing were more credible
that the assertions made to the court at the time of the plea.
CCA agrees the record supports the trial courfs findings. Relief isgranted. Applicant is orderedretnrnedto the trial court's
custody to answer the charges pending against him.

PDR OPINIONS
SUBSEQUENTTRIAL WAS JEOPARDYBARRED: SAMUEL
B. HILLv. State,No. 1385-01,State'sPDRfromTarrant County,
Affirmed, 11/6/02; Offense: Capital Murder; Sentence: Life
COA: Reversed (Not published, 02-99-00527-CR- Ft Worth
2001); Opinion: Keasler joined by everyone but Cochran,who
filed a dissent, joined by Holcomb, & Keller, who dissented
W/Oopinion.
After the jury was empanelled and sworn, a 'hysterical" juror called the court saying she could not continue. Next morning during a hearing the juror provided doctor notes stating
she suffered fiom panic attacks and an anxiety disorder when
placed in stressful situations, and also testifiedaboutherhealth
problems. After a lengthy discussion in chambers, trial court
declaredp mistrial. State and Appellant both objected, and
defense requested another panel. The next Monday, Appellant
moved for dismissal on double jeopardygrounds, assertingthat
no manifest necessity existed that allowed the court to sua
sponte order a mistrial. Judgedenied the motion, but did not
enter findings of kct and conclusions of laws regardinghis reasons for ordering the mistrial, after telling counsel he would.
Appellantwasthen tried and convicted of capital murder. COA
reversed, after h d i n g that nothing in the recordreflected that
the judge had considered less drastic alternatives to a mistrial,
such as proceeding with eleven jurors. COA rejected State's

argument that judge had considered that during the in-chambers conference because nothing in the record supported that
contention. COA also rejected State's request for anabatement
so that the trial court could make findings on its reasons for
ordering the mistrial. PDR was granted on six grounds to determine whether an abatement was necessary, and whether
Appellant failed to preserve error because he did not meet his
burden to prove that the trial court did not consider less drastic alternatives to a mistrial.
HELD: The double ieovardv claim was vro~erlypresemed.
CCA rejects State's (and dissent's) argument that Appellant
failed to offer evidence to support his jeopardy motion. Relyingon Torres, 80511418 (CCA 1991),CCAholds that the claim
is sufficiently preserved-not only was the plea before the same
judge, it was made a few days after the 6rst trial ended in a
mistrial. The State did not object to the format of the proceedings but participatedin them. The trial court was aware of the
former proceeding, as indxated by hts own admission that there
had been "lengthy discussions in chambers' about it. Appellant made dear to the court the substance of his complaint that the judge had declared a mistrial sua sponte over objections of both parties and that no manifest necessity existed.
Nothing more was required under TRAP 33.1 to preserve this
complaint.
HELD: COA did not err because State fails to show manifest necessitv existed for a mistrial. CCA rejects State's argument that it could prove the trial court considered less drastic
alternatives to a mistrial if only CCA would order an abatement for a hearing to determine what happened inthein-chambersconference. Moreover,under TCCP 36.29(a),thetrialcoui-t
is allowed to proceed with 11 jnrorsif one dies or becomes disabled due to aC'physicalillness, mental condition, or emotional
state:' Here, the hyster~caljuror was disabled under the statute.
Manifest necessity exists when circumstances render it impossibleto arrive at a fair verdict, when it is impossible to continue
with trial, or when the verdict would be reversed on appeal hecause of trial error. Here, proceeding to trial with 11 jurors
would not have made it impossible to arrive at a fair verdict or
continue with trial because Art. 36.29(a) required it. Even if
CCA granted the State's request for abatement,there was nothing the State could have established that would have demonstratedmanifest necessity. Trial court abusedits discretion, and
subsequent trial was barred by double jeopardy. CCA's judgment is therefore affirmed.
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL BARRED R E T W EX*PARTE
PHILIP DANIEL TAYLOR v. State, No. 652-00, State
Prosecuting Attorney's PDR from Brazos County, Af%med,
11/6/02; Offense: ~ntoxication~ansla&hter;Sentence: COA:
Reversed (Not published, No. 14-99-00399-CR-Houston 14"
2000); Opinion: Cochran, joined by everyone but Keller, who
dissented w/o opinion and dissenting opinion by Hervery,
joined by IZeasler.
Appellant was charged with killing his two passengers after
colliding with another car. After Appellant was acquitted of
killing the first passenger, the State proceeded to try him for

the second death. During the !iretrial, he was charged with
intoxication by alcohol alone. This time, Appellant was charged
with intoxication by alcohol and marijuana, or by marijuana
alone. He fded apretrialwrit, arguing collateralestoppelbarred
the State tiom relitigating the intoxication issue, regardless of
whether the State alleged a different intoxicant. COA agreed
and State's PDR was granted to determine whether this ruling
was correct.
HELD: The State was collaterallv estovved from seeking
retrial on the issue of intoxication. COA determined that the
ultimate issue of fact decided by the jury was that Appellant
was not intoxicated. Thus, the issue of intoxication could not
be rditigated in any further criminal proceeding. State contends that it could relitigate the issue because in the second
prosecution it alleged intoxication by alcohol and marijuana
or by marijuana alone. After an analysis based on Ashe v.
Swenson, 397 U.S. 436 (1970), and other states' cases, CCA
agrees with the COA. Collateral estoppel operates only if the
very fact or point now in issue was determined in the prior
proceeding. On the other hand, issue preclusion cannot be
defeated simply by advancing new or different evidence to support the same issue alreadylitigated. The entire recordmustbe
examined to determine precisely the scope of the jury's factual
findings. Here, the jury determined (1) Appellant had not lost
the normal use of his faculties by reason of intoxication, (2) he
was not.10, and (3) he did not drive at a reckless speed into the
other vehicle. These facts do not leave open the possihilitythat
Appellant was intonated by any other substance. Appellant
prevailed on this issue, thus there was no reasonable possibility that the jury in the &st trial could have determined that
appellant was intoxicatedbut nntby alcohol. SPAfailedtopoint
to any evidence to contradict this conclusion. COA was correctin holdingthe second prosecutionwas collaterally estopped,
thus its judgment is affirmed.
EVIDENCE INSUFFICIENT TO PROVE CHARGED
OFFENSE, BUT WAS SUFFICIENT TO PROVE LESSER
INCLUDED: ROBERT WARD HART v. State, No. 1865-00,
State's PDR from Harris County, Reversed, 11/6/02; Offense:
Engaging in Organmd Criminal Activity; Sentence: 9 yrs
$10,000 fine; COA: Reversed (Not Published,No. 14-99-00010CR- Houston 14Lh2000); Opinion: Price; Dissent: Holcomb,
joined by Womack.

+

Appellant was convictedforparticipatingin a theft ring that
was engaged in stealingvehiclesfrom a Toyota dealership. COA
reversed and rendered judgment of acquittal after holding the
ev~dence
legallyinsufficient. Although evidence supportedthe
conclusion that Appellant intended to assist in the theft of one
vehicle, it did not support the conclusion that he intended to
establish, maintain, or participate in the profits of a comhination. PDR was granted to determine whether the State must
show - in order to sustain a conviction for this offense - (1)
defendant was a member of the comhination, and (2) he did
more than commit one enumerated offense with mtent to establish, maintain, participate in the profits of the comhination.
HELD: A Dersou need not be a member of a combiition
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criminal activity. CCA Criminal~urisprudenceCommittee that making false insurance
evidentlyagrees with the State becausemembership in the com- claims is acrime basedon theZamountofthe false claim." Similar other non-textual legislative history supported this statebination is not an element of the offense.
HELD: Evidence was insufficient to snmort Appellant's ment.
HELD: COA did not err in holding the evidence insuffi- - in oreanized criminal activity. Proof
conviction for ema&
must consist of more than evidence that a combination existed dent to snvport the verdict because the State failed to prove
and the defendant committed one of the enumerated offenses the entire claim was fraudulent. CCA sets forth a detained
Evidence must support a finding that the defendant intended rendition of the facts which shows the State failed to prove
to establish, maintain, or participate in the profits of a combi- Appellant was responsible for the arson. On appeal, the State
nation. Otherwise the express requisite intent in the statute claimed that its theory at trial was that Appellant was responwould hemeaningless. Inthis case, evldence showedAppellant's sible for the arson, and therefore the entire claim was frauduintent to participate in one theft of one vehicle. Evidence does lent. In fact, the record clearly demonstrates that the State
not support a finding that Appellant knew of the theft ring's avoided squarely presenting to the jury the legal theory that
existence or that he intended to participate in i t However, this Appellant's entire claimwasfraudulent because she was responevidence does support a conviction for theft of one vehicle, a sible for the arson. Thus, COA did not err in holding the eviLand Cruiser, and the trial court included an instruction on dence insufficient. Judgment is therefore affirmed.
that lesser-included offense. Thus, COA's judgment is reversed
in part, CCA renders a verdict of guilty for theft of property EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT TO SHOW APPELLANT
greater than $20,000, but less than $100,000, and remands the BROUGHT POTINTO JAIL RASHANNMAURICEBROWN
v. Sfate, No. 288-01, State Prosecuting Attornefs PDR from
case to the trial court for a new punishment determination.
Navarro County, Reversed, 11/13/02; Offense; Marijuana in
INSURANCE FRAUD PUNISHMENT DETERMINED BY Correctional Facility; Sentence: 2 yrs; COA: Reversed (35111
VALUE OF FRAUDULENT PORTION OF C L A M NANCY 183 - Waco 2000); Opinion: Johnson (unanimous)
ANNLOGAN v. Sfafe, No. 1004-01, State's PDR from Titus
When Appellant was arrested for possession of a stolen veCounty, AErmed, 11/13/02: Offense: Insurance Fraud (3"
degree); Sentence: 7 yrs (probated); COA. Affirmed as hicle, and upon being taken to the county jail, a deputy told
Reformed (48111296 - Texarkana 2002); Opinion: Hervey him and his four friends to surrender any contraband (drugs
or weapons) before going into the jail. Appellant said nothing
(unanimous)
before going inside, but as he was being "processed," he took
After Appellant's home was destroyed by a lire she filed a some pot out of his pocket and handed it to the cop, claiming
claim with her insurance carrier for the value of the house and to have forgotten about it. Appellant was never charged with
personal property. The f3e was later found to have been set by auto theft or ULTMV. On appeal, he argued the evidence was
an arsonist The State chargedAppellant with insurance fraud insufficient to establish that he had knowingly or intentionally
(over $200,000),but not arson, and at her trial, never argued or taken the dope into the jail. COA agreed, holding that because
produced any evidence that Appellant was the arsonist. On Appellant was under arrest and was transported to the jail
appeal she argued that the evidence was insufficient, and COA against his will, he therefore did not voluntarily go to jail, and
agreed, r u l i i that 'Mlue of the daim" in the relevant statute, did not voluntarily take the marijuana into the jail. Because
TPC$35,02(d),means only"theamountfraudulentlyclaimed," Appellant did not voluntarily go to jail, the evldence was lehere the claimed losses for personal property not lost in the gally insnffiaentto establish that he voluntarily took pot into
k e , but not the entire amount of the claim, COA then held the the jail. However, COA held the evidence was suEcient to supState had proved only that Appellant fraudulentlyclaimed lost port thelesser-included of mere possession prior to Appellant's
personal property worth $886 to the insurance carrier. Thus, entry into the jail, so judgment was modified to reflect convicCOA reformed the judgment to reflect conviction of a Class tion of that offense, and case was returned to the trial court for
"A" misdemeanor, and remandedthe case back to the trialcourt resentencing. SPA'S PDR was granted to determine whether
for resentencing, State's PDR was granted on two grounds to the evidence was sufficient to prove Appellant had voluntarily
determine whether this ruling was correct.
engaged in conduct pursuant to TPC §6.01(a).
HELD: COA did not err because the Leeislature meant
HEED: COA erred to hold the evidence wasleplly insuffi'value of the daim"in 435.02(d) to mean the fraudulent por- cient to establish that Avpellant voluntarily took marcnana
tion of the daim. The State argues in its first'ground that CCA into the jail. Appellant was charged under TPC §38.ll(b),
should follow a Wisconsin Court of Appeals case which holds which does not include a mental state. Under 96.01(a), a perthat value of a claim under the Wisconsin insurance fraud stat- son commits an offenseif he "voluntarily engages in conduct,
Ute means the entire amount of the daim, and not just the including an act, an omission or possession." He argues that
fraudulent portion COA had rejected this argument, holding although headmitted that he intentionally and knowingly posthat the Wisconsin punishment schemeleads to absurd results. sessed the dope, he argues that because he was arrested and
CCA also rejects the argument after deciding §35.02(d) is am- taken to the jail, he did not voluntarily bring the pot into the
biguous, and engaging in a statutorycnnstruaion. Among other jail. CCA has formerly addressed the meaning of voluntariness
things, in a public hearing, the bill's author told the House within §6.01(a), as referring only to one's physicalbodilymove36 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE JANUAW/~EBRUARY
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ments. Brown, 95511276 (CCA 1996),c a t denied,519 U.S. 1119
(1977). Voluntarmess of one's conduct is separate from the
issue of one's mental state. Alford, 86611619 (CCA 1993). In
Alford, CCA rejected the notion that "voluntary" incorporates
"free will;" rather, CCA held that voluntarily means the "absence of an accidental act, omission or possession," and
voluntariness"refers only to one'sphysical bodily movements."
Appellant makes no claim of involuntary bodily movements,
but says only that he was in custody under restraint when compelled to enter the jail. COA erred when it held the evidence
was insufficient to show he tookmarijuana into the jail. COA's
judgment is therefore reversed, and trial court's judgment is
affirmed.

VICTIM IMPACT EVIDENCE HAD NO PROBATIVE
VALUE, THUS WAS INADMISSIBLE: PEDRO SALAZAR v.
State, No. 2180-01, Appellant's PDR from Dallas County;
Reversed, 11/27/02; Offense: Murder; Sentence: 35 yrs +
$10,000 fine; COA: AFfirmed (No. 13 00-164-CR - Corpus
Christi 2001); Opinion: Cochran; Concur: Keller
Appellant, a 16-yr-old special ed student, was convicted of
helping his friend, Dav~dPowell, !dl Powell's enemy, Jonathon
Bishop. Powell and Bishop were rivals in the marijuana-dealing busmess. Along with another man, Appellant and Powell
heat Bishop with baseball bats, strangled him with a piece of
wire, then stuffed him into Powell's trunk for disposal. During
the penalty phase,the State was allowed tointroduce, over TRAP
401 and 403 objections, a 17 minute video of Bishop's life set
to emotional music, including that of Enya and the movie "Titanic." The video was a composition of childhood and other
photos, depicting the v~ctimat various stages of his life, that
was made by his father for a memonal service. PDR was granted
to determine whether the video was admissible as victim impact evidence, and whether the COA correctly apphed TRAP
403.
HELD: COA erred in concludine that the visual portion of
the memorial videota~ewas admissible victim-character or
victim-impact evidence. In assessing probative value of victim-impact evidence, CCA has previously instructed courts to
carefully consider the following factors: (1) how probative is
the evidence; (2) the potential of the evidence to impress the
jury in some irrational, but nevertheless indelible way; (3) the
time the proponent needs to develop the evidence; and (4) the
proponent's need for the evidence. Solomon, 49111356 (CCA
2001); R a e , 33111238 (CCA 2000). After reviewing tke video
under these factors, CCA determines that none of them weigh
&
ie'
against admissiin fawr of admissibility.and in facthgw
bility. The video had no probative value and was highly prejudic~al.COA analyzed only the impact of the background music, holding it inadmissible, but harmless. Thus, case is remanded for a proper harm analysis of both audio and video
portions of the tape.
[5f*Editor's Note: This is avery good opinion. It sets forth
the correct analysis of victim-impact evidence clearly and concisely.]

APPEAL NOT WAIVED BY BOILER-PLATE PLEA PAPERS
WHEN ALL PARTIESAGREED THAT APPELLANTCOULD
APPEAL, AND lRL4LCOURT GAVE PERMISSION ON THE
RECORD: LOUBABA ALZARRA v. State, No. 1936-01,
Appellant's PDR from Washington County, Reversed, 11/27/
02; Offense: POCS (cocaine &phencyclidine);Sentence: 5 yrs
+ $1500 fine; C0A:Affirmed (60111204-Houston [14"] 2001);
Opinion: Johuson (unanimous)
Appellant pled guilty after her motion to suppress was denied. Duringthe plea proceeding everyone, mdudingthe state
and the judge, agreed on the record that Appellant would appeal. However, the plea papers contained asentenceindicating
Appellantwas waiving her right to appeal. This was never mentloned by anyone at the plea heanng,andin fact, the judge stated
M the record that it was his understandingthat Appellant would
appeal. In an abundance of caution, counsel actually got the
judge to state on the record that he granted permission to appeal. Counsel filed the proper notice of appeal, and the State
made no waiver arguments to COA. Nonetheless, COA dismissed the appeal, holding that the pretrial waiver was valid
and enforceable. PDR was granted to determine whether
Appellant's written waiver of appeal was involuntarywhere the
tr~alcourt specificallygranted permission to appeal and all parties mvolved agreed that she could appeal.
HELD, COA erred when it held Appellant had knowin&
waived her ameal. CCA quotes extensively from the record,
which indicates it was clear that AppeIlant's attorney, the district attorney, and the t r d court intended for Appellant to have
the right to appeal, that such was a term of the plea agreement,
and that the inclusion of, or failwe to cross out, the language
about waiving appeal in the plea forms was an oversight. The
State argued for the first time in its PDR reply brief, that the
trial court, in giving permission to appealits ruling, has no duty
to ensure that a defendant"doesn't waive hi right to appeal by
signing a plea agreement:' or to ensure that a wrltten notice of
appeal is properly styled and timely filed, or that a defendant
has properly preserved error for appeal and that those issues
on appeal are the same as those asserted during a pretrial hearing. It also asserts that "[ilt is an appellant's responsibility to
ensure that his appellate rights are protected." CCArejects this
untimely argument and concludes that the record, in wh~ch
the trial judge, the district attorney, and Appellant's attorney
repeatedly made statements agreeing that Appellant would be
permitted to appeal, directly contradicts and rebuts any presumption raised by the terms of the boiler-plate plea form
signed by Appellant and reflects that appellant did not waive
appeal. COA's judgment is therefore reversed, and case is I-manded for a review of the merits of Appellant's appeal.
[***Editor'sNote: The rule in effect at the time Appellant's
notice of appeal was filed dearly allowed the defendant to appeal the trial court's ruling on a Motion to Suppress Evidence
without the trial court's permission. Although the trial court's
permission in this case was unnecessary, things wdl change after January 1,2002 after the new "certification" requirements
become effective. This amendment to TRAP 25.2 will require
certification, in effect the trial court's permission to appeal m
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all cases, even in the event of a jury verdia. Failure to fie the
required certificate will result in & m i d of the appeal.]
DEFENDANT ASSESSED 10 YRS PROBATION IS
ENTITLED TO APPEAL BOND: SEAN LEBO v. St*
No.
839-02, Appdant's PDR from B e x a ~County; Reversed 111
27102; Weme: AssaultonElderlyIndividd Sentence: lDyrs;
COA: ABrmed (75111591 - San Antonio 2002); Opinion:
Cochmn, joined by everyonebut Keller Br Keasler, who cancur
W/Oopinion, and Hervey, who did not partidpate.
After being convicted by a jury, Appellant filed an appeal
and sought an a p p d bond. Because the sentence was 10 yrs,
even though the jury recommended communitysupemision,
the-trial courtrek18ed his request for the bond. This actually is
anaccelerated appealfromdenialofbailpendingappeal. CQA
a&med, holding that "'punishment as used to determint! eligibilitr for bond pending appeal pursuant to [TCCP] art.
4404Cb) means the maKimurn term of confinement assessed"
and t h f o r e Appellant was prohibited &omrelease on an appeal bond. CCA granted review to determine whether a person who is sentenced to ten p r s imprisonment, but placed
under communify supervision, is entitled to bond pending
appeal - an h u e of first impression.
HELD: Artide 44.04(bl orohiih the settineof bail oend-"only
whexth_e_es&Itence of imprisonment ism
ally innposed and the defendant would, had he not annealed,
be immediatelv incnrcerated to serve his term of imprison. (X'A first cond~~dsan
malysisof thc statute, which reads:
The defendant may not be released on bail pending the appeal from any felony conviction where
the vunishment eoualsor egceed§10 v ~ a r aconfinemcnt or where the defendant has been convicted
of an offense listed under Section 3g(a)(l), Article
42.12, but shall immediately be placed in custody
and the bail discharged.
The pmious version read:
The dpfendant may not be released on bail pending the appeal from any felony mnvidion where
the punishment e x d s 15 years confinement or
where the defendant has beea convictedaf an ofEenaelistedunderSeetims481.1071b~throu~h
w
.(el.r .
Health and Safety Code, but shall immedii-telybe
placed in custody and the bail discharged.

..

After a brief +,
CCAdeterminesdratun& the &tute's
plainlanguage,as did the language of theprior statute, the term
"confinement" mean actual, physical imprisonment. Becaufie
the same term was used in the current vef'sion ofthe statute,
thereis no reason to think the le&tureinten&dany implicit
change in the meaning ofSconfinement"within the @me st=ute when it "xplici* changed other wonis in the prwision.
COXs interpretation is illogical and unfair
38 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE JAWUAW/FEDRW\R(2003

The effect of this interpretation is to punish the
defendant who appeals. Those who are placed on
ten years community supemision and do nor appeal do not go to prison until and unless they violate &the terms of their probation. Those who do
appeal must immediately go to prison and begin
serving a sentence which the jury had expJidtl~
suspended. Thus, a defendant must choose between keeping h
isfreedam and foregainghisstatut ~ f ~ r i gtohappeal
t
or losing his eeedom and posSibJylosing his appeal as wen.
Sucha constmdionwouldimposean unconstitutionalpunishmenton the defendantforearisinghis righttoappeal. CCA
concludes that the plain language, logic, and history of Art.
44.04@) supportits clearly constitutional meaning: that those
who are sentenced to ten years' actoal imprisunmmt are not
entitled to bail pending appeal, while those who are placed on
ten years wmmunitysupervisianmay seekreleaseonbailpending appeal. Judgmentis reversed and w e is remanded for proceedings consistentvvlth CCA's opinion.
years

NO EXCLUSION OP PERJURED- STATEMENT: CERJIO
MARTINEZ v. State, No. 344-02, State's PIlR from El Paso
County,&3W6ed 12/11/02; 0ffense:ABgravated Pejury; COA:
Affirmed (Not:yetpublished, 08-01-00@81-CR,El M o 2001];
Opinion: Cochran, joined by everyone ex~cptMcyers, who
concurred in result.
Appellant was indicted for amravated perjury based on a
false written "Sworn Statement tothe Grand Jury? Trial court
suppressed the statementbecause Appellant was not wamedof
his rights required to be giyen under TCCP 20.17 to 'an accused or suspected person" testifying befare the G m d Jury
(essentially~irand~warnings),
state appealed, and ~ 0 ~ 2 firmed,holdingthestate had failed to subsantiallycomply with
the shtute. CCA granted the State's PDR.
HELD: COA erred becaw wen if mind jury- statements
are taken in violation of art. 20.17. %oreme Court and other
precedents make clear that the w
iis not at lib* to lie
under oath. State canceded there were no oral warnings, as
required by the statute. Appellant gave an oral statement to
police, which was later reduced to writing, The wamings were
signed. COA
listed on the written document, which Appellq~t
held that failure to give the warnings o d y was error, and the
Wement was ~ r o ~ l eexcluded
rl~
under TCCP 38.23 because
the State failed to wamApp&t that he was a suspect before
,giving testimony to the Grand Jury. CCA, relying on US.v.
Wag, 431'u.S. 174 (1977), and BuZt&fiekd, 92211448 (CCA
1977),reasons that theState's failme to comply with the statute, does notsondone pesjusy. In Bufhfkld, CCAdidnot decide whether its holding- that a pejurions statement cannot
be suppressed bwuseofthe vialatien of apeson%5'hAmendment rights - might be dierent under a 38.23 analysis. But
prior to Butte@dd CGA held that a defendant m y not arcuse
or immunize any alleged perjury because the questldning w
improper under article 20.17. In Yarbmugk v. Sta% 61711221
&

A

.

(CCA 1981), CCA quoted the United States Supreme Court:
[Our] cases have consistently - indeed
without exception -allowed sanctions for
false statements or perjury; they have done
so even in instances where the perjurer
complained that the Government exceeded
its constitutional powers in making the
inqutry.
A state official's non-compliance with the statute does not
confer a privilege to commit perjury. In this case, Appellant's
sworn statementis the alleged crime itself; it is the corpus delicti
of perjury. The corpus delicti of the crime of perjury is not
merely "evidence" of some pre-existing crime which might be
subject to suppression under art. 38.23. Astate official's failure
to implement or abide by certain statutory requirements does
not accord protection to the person who therenfer lies under
oath. TnMayorgav. State,901/N943 (CCA1995)four members
of CCA recognized that 38.23 deals with exclusion of illegally
obtained evidence of a prior crime. It does not provide any
protection to commit a new crime,like that of perjuryin a sworn
statement to the grand jury, and then to exdude any evidence
of that new crime because the constable violated the law first.
CCA also rejects the state's argument, raised for the first time
on appeal, that article 20.17 did not apply to Appellant's statement and that, therefore, the trial court abused its discretion in
suppressing the statement. The trial court cannot be held to
have abused its discret~onmerely by ruling on the only theories of law presented to it. Judgment is reversed and case is remanded to COA.

cally provided that courts of appeal may permit the filing of a
latenotice. See former TCCP 44.08(e). Because thereis no statutory time limit on the defendant's rght to appeal, permitting
him to file an amended notice does not have the effect of impermissibly enlarging ormodifyingthe statutorily created right.
A general notice of appeal invokes the appellate wurth jurisdiction if timely filed. TRAP 25.2(d) expressly provides that if
the defendanttimely files a generalnoticeof appeal, an amendment may be filed any time prior to the f h g of the defendant's
brief. COA therefore erred in diismlssing Appellanfs appeal for
lack of jurisdiction. COA's judgment is reversed and case is
remanded to that court so that it can consider the merits of
Appellant's appeal.
CONVICTION IS FINAL WHEN COA'S MANDATE ISSUES:
DANIELLOUISBEAL v. State, No. 0519-01,Appellanfs PDR
from Harris County, Reversed, 12/18/02; Offense: POCS wl
intent to deliver; Sentence: 40 yrq COA: Affirmed (35111677Houston [I"] 2000); Opinion: Hervey, joined by Keller, Meyers,
Price, Womack, Johnson, Keasler & Holcomb; Concurring
Opinion: Keller; Cochran did not participate.

Appellant's indictment indudedan enhancement paragraph
showing a prior conviction for aggravated robbery. The judgment for that offense was signed on September 14,1995. Appellant objected to the enhancement paragraph, arguing the
prior conviction only became h a l after he had committed the
instant offense because he had appealed, and the court of appeals' mandate had not issued until August 6,1998. PDR was
granted to resolve a conflict in the COAs - when does the conviction becomes final, the date the trial court s w s the judgment or the date the COA's mandate issues.
HELD: An appealed prior conviction allesd in an indictDEFENDANT MAY AMEND NOTICE OF APPEAL ANY
TIME BEFORE BRIEF IS FILED: DEANEEANNBAYLESSv. ment for enhancement DurDoses becomes final when the apStare, No. 56-01, Appellant's PDR from Dallas County, pellate court issues its mandate affirmingthe conviction. CCA
Reversed, 12/18/02; Offense: Murder; Sentence: 40 yrs; COA: discusses Rener, 41611812 (CCA 1967),which held that an apAppeal dismissed (NP 05-99-01978-CR - Dallas 2000); peal, the affirmance, and the issuance of the mandate did not
Opmion: Meyers, joined by Price, Johnson, Hervey, Holwmb affect the date of the finality of the judgment rendered and en& Cochran; Dissent: Keller, jo~nedby Keasler; Womack tered by the trial court on a prior date. COA relied on Rener
when it held that the date on the trial court's judgment was to
concurred wlo opinion.
be used to determine finality, not the appellate court's manAppellant pled guilty pursuant to anegotiated plea, and the date. CCA notes that Rener is in direct conflict with Arbuckk,
trial court granted permission to appeal. She Bed a general 105//219 (CCA1937) andlones, 7111/634 (CCA 1986),inwhich
notice of appeal, but filed an amended notice complying with CCAheldthat anappealed conviction isnot final until the judgTRAP 25.2, prior to filing her bnef, hut after the time for filing ment of thelower courthas beena£6rmedby theappellate court.
the notice had already expired. COA dismissed for la,$ of ju- Rener did not mention Arbudde, attempt to distinguish it, or
risdiction because a proper timely notice was not fded. PDR overrule it. Jones, a post-Rener opinion, cites and follows
Arbuckle. CCA decides that theweight of the authority is conwas granted to determine whether this ruling was correct
HELD: Under TRAP 25.4(dl a d e h d a n t is entitled to file sistent withArbuckle & Jones, therefore,Reneris expressly overan amended notice of anveal curins any defects in an earlier ruled. Here, the prior conviction did not become final until
filed notice. COA, in dismissing Appellant's appeal, relied on after the instant offense was committed, thus could not be used
State v. Rime, 13111408 (CCA 2000), in which CCA had held for enhancement. COA's judgment is reversed, and case is rethat the State cannot amend its notice of appeal to conform to manded for further proceedings.
TRAP 25.2 past the 15 days in which to fde, or the COA loses
jurisdiction. However, the State has only a limited statutory PROCEEDING WITH ELEVEN JURORS OVER
rightof appeal that cannot be enlarged by TRAP 25.2(d). The OBJECTIONISSUBJECTTO HARM ANALYSIS: RICARDO
Appellant's appeal is governed by statutes which have histori- CHAVEZ, JR., v. State, No. 542-01, State's PDR from Potter
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County, Reversed, 12/18/02; Offense: Aggravated Assault w/
Deadly Weapon; Sentence: 15 yrs; COA: Reversed (34111692Amarillo 2000); Opinion: Meyers, joined by everyone but
Johnson, who concurred w/o opinion.
After the jury had informed the judge that it had reached a
verdict, but before the verdict was announced in open court
after the guilt/innocencetrial, one juror had a heart attackand
was taken to the hospital. The trial court stated it would proceedmth eleven jurors, and receive the verdict overAppellant3
objections. Appellant cited TCCP 36.29(c), arguing that because he had not agreed to proceed with eleven, the trial court
was required to discharge the jury and declare a mistrial. COA
reversed, holding the trial court's decision to accepttheverdict
over appellant's objection was constitutionalerror and not subject to a harm analysis. State's PDR was granted to secondguess this ruling.
H
E
L
D
.
p
r
A~pellanfsobiection is aviolation of a vurely statutorvrieht,
the error is subject to a harm analysis under TRAP 44.2b).
CCA notes that although the Texas Constitution requires a 12person jury m a felony trial, that right is not absolute. If one or
more jurors may die or become disabled, the remainder of the
jurymay render theverdict. Thelegislature enactedTCCP 36.29,
which allows the trial to proceed with eleven jurors if one dies
or becomes disabled, if the parties agree. The authority to render a verdict with eleven jurors over objection is thus a violation of a statutory procedure, not a violation of the constitutional provision Thus, the error here is subjedto a harm analysis under TRAP 44.2(b), for non-constitutional error. rudgment is therefore reversed and case is remanded so that COA
can conduct the requisite harm analysis.
COPS CAN TESTIFY AS LAY WITNESSES: VICKI C.
OBOURNv. State, No. 2330-01, Appellant's PDR from Travis
County, Affirmed, 12/18/02; Offense: POM (less than 2 02.);
Sentence: 2U days countyjd; C0A:Affumed (59///809-Austin
2001); Opinion: Meyers (unanimous)

participated in the events about which he or she is testifyingwhiie Rule 702 allows for a witness who was brought in as an
expert to testify. A witness can testifyin the formof an opinion
under Rule 701 if the opinions or inferences are (a) rationally
based on his or her perceptions and (b) helpful to the clear
understanding of the testimony or the determination of a fact
in issue. A distinct line cannot be drawn between lay opinion
and expert testimonybecauseall perceptions are evaluatedbased
on experiences. However, as ageneml rule, observations which
do not require significant expertise to interpret and which are
not based on a scientifictheory can be admitted aslay opinions
if the requirementsof Rule 701 are met. It doesn't take an expert to identify the smell of marijuana. Here, Saval testified
that she identified the dope based on her expertise and train
ing. This alone does not make her an expert. All opin~onsare
formed by evaluating facts based on life experiences incluang
education, background, training, occupation, etc. While Sam1
may have had the potential to be qualified as an expert because
she possessed knowledge, skill, experience and education, she
was not testifying as an expert when she identified the marihuana. Rather, she was testifying based on her firsthand sensory experiences. Saval herself smelled the odor that she perceived to be burnt marihuana. The fact that she had smelled
marihuana before in the course of her employment as a police
officer does not necessarily make her an expert. And, again,
even if she was an expert, that would not preclude her from
offeringalayopinion aboutsomethingshe personallyperceived.
Thus, even though the trial court allowed the evidence under a
different theory, it did not abuse its discretion. Judgment of
the COA is therefore affirmed.

DIRECT APPEAL OPINIONS ON DNA TESTING
NORIGHT TO HEARING TO DETERMINEDEFENDANT'S
RIGHTTO DNATEST1NG:IOSEilLFREDOWERA v. State,
No. 74,359, from Cameron County; Affirmed, 11/6/02;
Opinion: Keller (unanimous); Concurring Opinion: Hervey,
joined by Price, Johnson & Keasler.

Appellantwas arrested during a routine trafficstop after the
cop smelled burning marijuana. More unsmoked dope was
found in a baggie inside the car. Saval, the arresting cop, testified at trial that, although she was not an expert in drug recogFacts: Appellant was convicted of killing his girlfriend
nition, she had been trained to identify what marijuana looks Veronica's 3-yr-old child. Evidence showed the baby had been
and smells like. Appellant objected that the state was attempt- sexually assaulted and strangled. Veronica gave a statement
ing to quality Saval as an expert without providing the defense admittingtn implicatingAppellant,wholater gave avideotaped
notice, as requiredby TCCP 39.14(b). Trial courtheld the w p confession. 'Veronica later said she had falsely accused Appelwas testifying as an expert because of her speciiJlzed knowl- lant, and was solely responsiblefor the killing. ARer his capital
edge, and the offense report detailing her identification of the murder conviction was affirmed and habeas application redope, was adequate notice. COA held the testimony was ad- jected, Appellant fled a motion for DNA testing, supported by
missible as lay opinion testimony under TRE 701. PDR was affidavits, arguing that he was beaten and coerced into confessing. During the hearing, the DA said that neither he nor the
granted to determine whether COA's ruling was correct.
HELD:
- A
p o k e had any of the requested biological material-Appellant's
juana smokethrou+ past expiences can test* as alay wit- fingernail chppiugs, rape kit from the girfriend, and samples
the
P
Both C
lay from the viaunS anus - which was in the possession of .
and expert witnesses can offer opin~ontestimony. Rule 701 trial court. Trial court rejected the request for testing, ruling
covers the more traditional witness -one who "witnessed" or the confession was compelling, and the girlkiend's statement
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and not evidence of innocence. Appellant

claims on appeal that a negative test d t would tend to show
hi- .innocence.
..... -~~~~
Entitlement to evidentiary hearing Appellant ddirns that
~~~~

that Brady provide an avenue for DNA testing when defendant can show the test could somehow have affected the outcome of trial.
HELD: Error wav no1 prescrv.4. Appclhnt fdilcd to present
this theory to the trial court. ALW, he provided nu Icgd analysis to support his argument that hi constitutionalrights were
violated, and Wed to point to any testimony in the record to
establish that a pmper showing was made or the outcome of
the showing. CCA Will not make Appellants arguments for
him.
Denial of DNA testing violates state and federal urnstikutinn: Appellant alleges denial of dueprocesa due course of law,
and violation of cruel and/or unusual punishment clauses.
Specifically, he argues he can prove, with availability of DNA
test in^, that someone else committed the crime.
HELD: A@ellant fails ta meet his b d e n of proof. State
constitutional ground and 8'" Amendment argument is inadequately briefed. Under 14" Amendment claim, he fails to argue, or present, affirmative evidence that a 3" party's DNA
would exonerate him. Simply aerting the biological samples
belong to someone else is not enough.
DNA testing should have been granted in the interest of
justice: Appellant complains the trial court's ruling does not
e m u a t e the legislative intent of the statute, which was to allow everyone the right to request DNA testing.
. HELD:
- A
Statute does
give everyone the tight to request the testing. However, as CCA
held in Kutmer, 75///427 CCA 2002), the movant must demonstrate that a ressonable probability exists that DNA testing
wouldprove his innomce, Trial court must order testing only
if all preconditionsaxt met.
Ch. 64violatesright to equal protection. Statute does not
prowct persons who emcise their right to trial, as opposed to
those who pleadguilty,who cansuhmitamotion fur DNA test-

tri:~lcourt is required under Kec/er,74///31((:(:A2002), to hear
Vetonica's live testimony in order to determineher credibility.
HELD: A~vellantwas not entitled to shearing. Nothing in
Art. 64.03requires ahearing of anysortconcerningtrialcourt's
determination ofwhether the defendantis entitledto DNA testing. Legislature did pmvidefor hearing undw 64.04, after the
person has gotten the testing, If Lege had wanted to, it could
have provided for a "pre-tesP hearing under 64.03 to resolve
issues under said statute, just as it did for post-testing under
64.04. Also, Keetw is not on point because that case involveda
motion for new trial under the amellate rules.
Right to DNA testing: To beZ&titledto the testing Appellant must (I) show the evidence still exists and can be tested,
and (2) establish by a preponderance of the evidence that a
reasonahleprobabiliyexists thathe wouldnot have been prosecuted or convicted if exculpatory results had been obtained.
hpellant was not entitled to DNA test under Ch.
6. Evidence is reviewed under a de now standard because issues involve application of && that does not turn on credibiility and demeanor. Having said this, CCA rejects Appellant's
request for testing. Eveniftest results here were uegative,they
would supply only a weak d p a t o r y iuference. Appellant
admitted to seruayiassaulting and killing the victim, andany
inference of innocencewouldnotautweighhis confession. Trial
court already determined that his confessionwas d u n h u y and
he did not raise that daim an appeal. Trial court also disbelieved Veronica's recantation. Appellant failed to show bypreponderance of evidence that exculpatory DNA tests would
change the outcome of trial, or pruve his innocence.
Concurring Opinion: Nothing in Ch. 64 prohiiits the convicting court from exercis'mg 1% discretion to con&& an evi- %.
d e n t i q hearing for purpose of resolving issues under Art.
HELD: Statute does not give anyone the ri&t to testing.
Appellant misreads the statute. A person who pleads guilty is
64.03.
no more likeb to get a favorable ruling on his motion than is
NO RIGHT TO DNA TESTING: WALTER BELL v. Stafe,No. one who pleads not guiltp and has a.triaL Statute me* en74,243, from Jefferson County; Affirmed, 11/6/02; Opinion: sures that all defendants, no matter how adjudged guiItytvhave
Johnson, joined by Keller, Meyers, Price, Keasler, Hervey & acm$ to post-conviction testing.
Cochran; Womadn concurred in resultwlo opinion
Ineffei3ive assbhnee: Counsel's e r n e during the chapter
64 hearing, such as failing to offer evidence, deprived h i of
Factst Appellant was convicted of the murder of two people his right to testing.
HELD.. No ineffective assistance was shown. Aesuming
in separate trials. The first was vacated and commuted to life.
The second was reversed based nnpenry, 492 US. 30?(1989), Appellant has a right to effective assistance at a DNA hearing,
but on retrial, Appellant was again given the death sentence, lie has not shown that counsel's conduct was the product of
and CCA a e m e d . BelZ, 938//35 (CCG1996). In 2001, he filed unreasonable strategy, or that his conduct led to an unjust rea motion to have hisDNA tested under Chapter 64 of the CCP. sult.
The three items he wanted tested were a hair, a cigarette butt,
and a blood stained bath mat Appellant says testing is neces- DEATH PENALTY OPINION: REVERSAL BASED ON
sary because it will show another person was present, making LEGALINSUPPICfENCY
the identity of the killer an issue, as required by Ch. 64. 'liial
court held that Apprllant had failed ro nlert the burdcn to show JOHN MILTON HERRlN v. Stale, No. 73987 from Jaspcr
that testing of the biological material would alter the outcome County; Modified and Remanded, 12/18/02; Opinion:
Holcomb, joined by Meyers, Price, Womack, Johnson Br
of the trial.
Denialoftestingvi~latesri~ht~underBrady.
Here, heJaims Cochran; Dissent Keller, joined by Keasler & Hervey.

-
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Fack Appellant shot the victim, Wayne, for no apparent trial raised only a suspicion of guilt, even a strong one, the evireason, with his deer rifle. Seth, Wayne's cousin, was a witness, dence is insufficient. Urbano, 83711114 (CCA 1992). Point of
and managed to run away. After Wayne was dead, Appellant error sustained.
tied his body to the back of his truck and dragged him into
Evidence to supportlesserincluded offense: Appellant consome heavy brush behind his property. The State's theory of ceded that the evidence was sufficient to support murder, but
capital murder was that he had killed Wayne in the course of argues CCA must render an acquittal.
kidnapping or attempted kidnapping, or in the course of comHELD: Under TRAP 78.1. CCA has the authority in the dimitting or attempting to commit robbery. Appellant was men- rect review of a death penalty case to. among other thines, retally ill and had at one point been committed to Rusk State form the iudment of the trial court below. CCA adopts the
Hospital because of his bizarre andviolent behavior, which had rule in Collier, 99911779 (CCA 1999) for capital cases, which
increased prior to the offense. His parents testified that when allows an appellate court to reform the judgment to a lesser
released from Rusk he was no better, and refused to take his included if the evidence is sufficient to support the lesser, and
medication. Appellant challenges the sufficiency of evidence if the jury was instructed on the lesser-included offense or one
of the parties requested and was denied the charge. See also,
to support both theories of the offense.
Evidence to support kidnaplmurder: Appellant must have Bigby, 89211864 (CCA 1994). The appellate rules now provide
been in the course of kidnapping or attempting tokidnap Wayne that CCA may "modify the lower court's judgment and affirm
when he murdered him.
it as modified" or "reverse the court's judgment in whole or in
HELD: The evidence was leg all^ insufficient to support part and render the judgment that the lower could have renmurder in the course of kidnapping: Facts showed that dered." Rule 78.1. Rule 78.3 allows CCA to make any other
Appellant's dear and undivertedintent was to killwayne. Noth- appropriate order required by the law and nature of the case.
ing suggests he was in the course of attempting a kidnapping. Here, the jury was instructed on the lesser-included offense of
Nothing showed he shot Wayne simply to disable or harm him murder. CCA has no problem finding the evidence sufficient
so that he could abduct him, but shot him at close range in the under these facts. The judgment is therefore reformed to reheart in an obvious effort to kill him. Appellant's moving of flect a conviction for murder, and the case is remanded to the
the body after the shooting in which he intended to kill the trial court for resentencing.
victim does not amount to either kidnappingor attemptedludnapping. Point of error sustained.
Evidence to support robberylmurder: Appellant must have
formed the intent to rob Wayne before or at the time of the PDRS GRANTED IN NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 2002
murder. The State attempted to show this intent by evidence
that: Wayne was known to carry a lot of cash, and in fact, was 1080-02 LOPEZ, ARTURO ARTEAGA 11106102 S Tarrant Decarrying cash in his wallet when killed; Wayne's wallet was livery of Cocaine
missing after the murder, and was never found; and testimony
indicated that Appellant thought Wayne owed him money.
1. What is the "allowable unit of prosecution'' prescribed by
State's theory was that Appellant killed Wayne for the money section 481.112 of the Controlled Substances Act?
2. Does the double jeopardy clause bar the state from obhe supposedly owed him and stole his wallet.
HELD: The evidence is leeallv insufficient to support mur- taining convictions for both delivery of a controlled substance
der in the course of a robbery: There was no evidence that (committedby offeringto sell the substance) and possession of
Appellant knew Wayne had any money, or that Appellant knew a controlled substance with intent to deliver, when the offenses
he had any money in his wallet when he killed him. Viewed in are committed pursuant to a continuing course of conduct?
alight most favorable to theverdict, CCA cannot condude there
is sufficient evidence upon which a rational jury could find be- 1251-02 BAGHERI, HOSSEIN 11/06/02 S Bexar Misdemeanor
yond a reasonable doubt that Appellant formed the intent to DWI
commit robbery before or at the time of the murder. The disappearance of thevictim's wallet after the murder is not enough 1. The Court of Appeals erred by presuming harm because the
evidence upon which to support a verdict for murder commit- court's charge submitted both DWI theories in a single question
ted in the course of robbery or attempted robbery. While instead of conducting a proper harm analysis.
Appellant's belief that Wayne or his family owed him money 2. The Court of Appeals failed to conduct a proper harm
might supply the motive for murder, it does n& supply the evi- analysis by ignoring the overwhelming evidence of Appellant's
dence that Appellant took the wallet. Intent to steal Wayne's guilt, by failing to detail the reasons why the court found that
money cannotbe reasonablyinferred from evidence that Wayne harm did occur, and by relying on a presumption of harm in
owed Appellant's father $16,000.Also, there was evidence that charging the jury on both DWI theories in a general question
Appellant had $13,000 in his bank account, suggesting he did instead of special issues.
not need money Any inferences regarding intent to take the 3. The Court ofAppeals opinion relies upon a precedent taken
money would he based wholly on speculation arising from the wholly from the civil law framework for submitting "special
missing wallet and Appellant's belief that Wayne or his family issues" on liability to the jury which is in direct contravention
owed him money. CCA has previously held that if evidence at of Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Article 37.07.
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1488-02 LYDIA, PHILLIP EARL 11/06/02 A TARRANT
AGGRAVATED ROBBERY

to specific factual situations during the voir dire examination.

himself under the Fourteenth Amendment's procedural due
process protections.
2. The CourtofAppeals improperly found that the sexoflender
regiseation program does not violate the prohibition against
cruel and unusual punishments.

0761-02 & 1123-02 MARTINEZ, LUIS NARVEZ 11/13/02 A
Tarrant POCS (Cocaine &Marijuana)

02-0665 MUNGIA, JEREMY 11/20/02 S Nueces Murder &
Engaging in Organized Criminal Activity

1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in a£6rming the trial
court's decision to deny Appellant's motion to suppress his
confession.

1. The Court of Appeals erred in holding that a trial court has

1. The state improperly attempted to bind prospective jurors

1037-02 TAYLOR, JEFFREY EDWARD 11/13/02 S Harris
Aggravated Robbery

the authority to dismiss an indictment without the consent of
the state to protect a defendant from retaliation.
Issue Granted on the Court's order (TRAP 67):
2. Whether the Court of Appeals correctly held that "the trial
court had [no] viable options other than to dismiss the
indictment" in order to prevent further incarceration of the
Appellant?

1. The Thirteenth Court of Appeals erred in holding the trial
court made a "misstatement of law" through a hypothetical
scenario posed to the venire panel.
0937-02 WALLACE, ROBERT MARVIN 12/11/02 A Lamar
2. The Thirteenth Court of Appeals erred in presuming harm Aggravated Assault with a Deadly Weapon
from the trial court's misstatement of law.
3. The Thirteenth Court of Appeals applied the wrong hann 1. The Court of Appeals erred in holding that no abuse of
analysis.
discretion resulted from the denial of a hearing on the
4. The Thirteenth Court of Appeals erred in fmding the trial petitioner's motion for new trial when petitioner's motion
court's error to be harmful.
demonstratedthat reasonable grounds ezisted that could have
supported the granting of a new trial.
1313-02 SIMS, MICHAEL 11/27/02 A Navarro Constructive
Transfer of Cocaine
1287-02 MANNING, RAYMOND 12/11/02 S Austin
Manslaughter
1. Did the Court of Appeals utilize applicable law in
determining that Appellant was guilty of constructive delivery
1. Was the trial court's Tex R Evid. 403 ruling outside the
of a controlled substance?
zone of reasonable disagreement?
2. Is it possible to consummate a constructive deliverywithout
2. Is the overruling ofa Defendant's Rule 403objection harmthe intervention of a third party?
ful under TRAP 44.2(b) for the sole reason that the challenged
3. How can the determination by one Court of Appeals that evidence %as the best evidence the state had to support" an
leaving a substance available for a buyer and instructing him allegation in the indictment?
where to retrieve it constitutes constructive delivery, and
another court of appeals determining similar conduct 1543-02 & 1545-02 GHARBI, GHOLAMERZA 12/11/02 A
constitutes actual delivery be resolvedwithoutthe intervention DallasViolating Protective Order
of the court? Are the equal protections of Texas citizens
implicated by this variance?
3. The State alleged that Evelyn Gharhi was aprotected person
and failed to offer any evidence that Evelyn Gharbi was a
1354-02 BALQUE, MICHAEL ADONDUS 11/27/02 S Harris protected individual in the final order in cause number
Aggravated Kidnapping
CV0000285-V, issued by the 292nd District Court, Dallas
County, Texas.
2. The Seventh Court of Appeals erred by: (1) applying the
wrong remedy to a factual sufficiencyreview-in direct coutlict
with this court's holding in Clewis v;,State, 922 S.W.2d 126
(Tex.Crim.App. 1996); and (2) utilizing this court's holding in
COURT OF APPEALS OPINIONS
Collierv. State, 999 S.W.2d 779 (Tar.Crim. App. 1999) under a
factual sufficiency review.
OUTCRY STATEMENTS - RELIABILITY INQUIRY:
BORDERICKKSTm, -S.W.3d(Tex.App. - Houston,
1294-02 ROBINSON, William Matthew 11/20/02 A Harris 1,Ol-01-00973-CR, 10/03/02)
Failure to Register as a Sex Offender
Though TCCP Art. 38.072 mandates an inquiry into a
1. The Court of Appeals erred in holding that Appellant failed statement's reliability, that inquiry is limited to the time, place
to establish a protected liberty interest sufficient to bring and circumstances of the statement's making. A defendant is
JANUA(/FEBUARV 2003 VOICE FOR M E DEFENSE 45

not allowed to establish unreliability by attempting to demonstrate that the substance of the statement, ie. the facts of the
offense, are not true.

EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES-IDENTITY-INTENT-LACK
OF CONSENT - RULE 404 AND RULE 403: CURTIS K
STATE, -S.W.3d -(Tex.App. - Fort Worth, 02-01-076CR, 9/26/02).

APPEAL - DEADLINES FOR FILING NOTICE OF APPEAL
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL - DEFERRED
ADJUDICATION: MURRAY V; STATE, - S.W.3d -(Tex.App.-Dallas, 05-02-00051-CR, 9/30102)

Defendant on trial for capita1 murder, committed in the
course of a sexual assault. Court admlts at trial an 18 year old
offense of sexual assault on the theory that it establishes identi*. ,.intent and lack of consent.
Because a defendant on deferred may not file a motion for
Onissue of identity, COA finds that while offenseshavesome
new trial, he also cannot extend the deadline for filing notice of similarity, there are similarities common to all or a great many
appeal from a deferred adjudication by iilinga motion for new sexual offenses and thus, do not bear the "signature"stamp required of extraneousoffenseson this issue. Offenses had many
trial.
more diierences than similarities.
On issue of intent, the state's evidence dearly showed the
APPEALS - JURISDICTION- DWI - LESSER INCLUDED intent element and the defendant did not contest it. It was
-ATTEMPTED DWI: STRONG Y ; STATE, -S.W.3d - neither contradicted by the defendant or undermined by cross
examination. Ln such circumstances,the offer of other offenses
(Tex.App. - Dallas, 05-01-00788-CR, 9/30/02).
is not justified because of a lack of relevancy.
On the issue of lack of consent, this issue was seriously conTrial court grants motion for instructedverdict on DWI but
submits to the jury the offense of attempted DWI and the jury tested but COA is unable to determine why an 18 year old ofconvicts on that offense. Defendant gives notice of appeal; fense sheds any light on the issue.
COA finds harm and reverses.
state cross appeals but does not file its own notice of appeal,
instead relying on defendant's and attempts to argue that trial
CONFLICT OF INTEREST - DEFENSE COUNSEL FORCED
court should not have granted instructed verdict.
(1) COA recognizes conflict between courts of appeals on TO TESTIFY AGAINST CLIENT: FLORES K STflR, the Issue of whether state must file a notice of appeal m a cross S.W.3d -(Tex.App. - San Antonio, 04 01-00819-CR, 9/25/
appeal and decides that state must file notice for COA to have 02).
jnrisdicuon.
Defense counsel, in cross examination,implies to jury that
(2) Even if notice of appeal is not required, COA would still
lack jurisdiction. The grant of an instructed verdict camot be certain thmgs were said in Spanish that m fact were not. Dereviewed on appeal without violating double jeopardy clause. fense counsel forced to teshfy to jury that fact. COA finds, in
(3) State argues waiver because defendant did not object. spite of two contrary cases, Ford v. State, 314 S.W.2d 101
COA finds that objection, while vague, is sufficient. Even if it (Tex.Crim.App.- 1958),and Hawkins v. State, 613 S.W.2d 720
were not, issue is a jurisdictional one that can be raised in the (Tex.Crim.App. - 1981),no error in such aprocedure.
absence of an objection.
(4) COA ultimately concludes that there is no offense of at- IMPERSONATING A POLICE OFFICER - INSIGNIA OF
tempted DWI. The definition of"0perate"is so broad, encom- OFFICE NOT REQUIRED: FALLN Y; STATE, -S.W.3d
passing all efforts to effect a vehicle's operation. Thus, any ac- (Tex.App. - Houston, 14,14-01-00754-CR,9/26/02).
tion by adefendantthat could be constrnedasan attempt,would
The defendant presented a card to security officer identifybe subsumed in the definition of operate. The same conduct
constituting attempted DWI would establish the greater offense ing himself as a constable; the word "reserve" was whited out.
of DWI. Finally, to recognize attempted DWI as an offense The defendant argued that the statute was not v~olatedbecause
wouldlead to absurd results,such as penalties, not available for the card did not bear an official insignia. Despite statute's lanD M , like deferred, would be available for the attempted of- guage, COA holds that the card need not bear the language.
fense, at least according to the COA.
RULE 702 -DAUBERT AND KELLY STANDARDS - RADAR
SPEED DETECTORS. REASONABLE SUSPICION - UNREASONABLY LONG DETENTION - RESULTING
MANDAMUS - AVAILABILITY OF A LEGAL ~EMEDY
ORDER OF SHOCK PROBATION: 1N RE DELEON, SEARCH STANDING - RENTAL CAR: MAYNOSET Y;STATE,
(Tex.App. - Texarkana, 06-01-00024-CR,101
DISTRICT ATTORNEY, CAMERON COUNTY, -S.W.3d -S.W.3d-(Tex.App - Corpus Christi, 13-02-373-CR, 10/2/02).
16/02).
-

Because an order grantingshockprobationis an ordermodifyinga judgment, the state may appealsuch an order. Theavailability of that remedy, however, defeats the application for writ
of mandamus.
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Defendant stopped for speeding and filed a Daubert challenge to the radar gun. Before Ke1b v. State, 824 S.W.2d 568
(Tex.Crim.App. - 19921,CCA had decided Masquelette v. State,
579 S.W.2d478 (Tex.Crim.App. - 1979) whichhadset forth the

predicate for admittingradar tests. Essentiallyunder prior law,
&.office/expertneed not have known any of the underlying
theory of radar so long as he was trained in the use of the radar
set and tested it for accuracy. COA holds that this satisfied&nY
because the scientific validityof radar had been established since
at least 1959).
COA concludes that officer had a reasonable suspicion to
stop the defendant based on his speeding. As a result, office
had authority to ask to see license and insurance, obtain information about the ownership of the car, the driver's destination, and the trip's purpose. During this questioning, the offiwr identified, according to hbn,several indicator's of drug
activw unauthorized driver with out of state rental car, impossible for defendantto return vehicle on time stated in rental
agreement, defendant's employment inconsistent with high
price of rental car. The continued detention was justified.
Finally, COAcondudesthathe hadno standing to challenge
the search of the as.A driverdrivinga rental car without permission of either thelossor or namedlesseehas not standing to
challenge the search.
APPEAL - COURT OF APPEALS JURISDICTION -WHAT
CONSTITUTESAPLEABARGAIN:R A M I W K STATE,S.W.3d -(TexApp. Corpus Christi, 13-01-00316-CR, 101
10102).

-

State agrees to ahandon enhancement allesation if defendant pleads guilty. No other agreement on punishment. Court
concludes that this is not a plea bargain within meaning of
TRAP 25.2(b)(3). Thus, it has jurisdiction to hear appeal. Because the error compldned of here, misinformation presented
by the state to the trial court, occurred at or after the entry of
the plea, and because the defendant was challenging the plea's
voluntarinessess
the enfry- of the guiltyplea did not waive the
defendant's right to naise those issues.
APPEALS-APPELLATE WDICTION-REVOCATIONS
OF DEFERRED ADIUDICATIONS: DUCKWORTH V.
STATE,- S.W.3d -(Tex.App. -Dallas, 05-01-00682-CR,
10123/0Z).
COA recognizesthat while it does not have jurisdiction from
a trial court decision to revoke a deferred adjudication, it does
have the power to address issues arising from events occurring
after the decision to adjudicate.

INI

A waiver of the right to appeal is unenforceable in the absence of a plea bargain. Here, the waiver was never mentioned
during the plea colloquy. When the defendant was asked if he
wanted to appeal and mid yes, the trial court appointed cowsel. Waiver in the plea documents here is unenforceable. But
see Walton v. St&, -S.W.3d(TexApp. - Texarkana, 0602-00131-CR, 10129102).
IMPORTANT CASE:
SEXUAL ASSAULT OF CHILD - HEARSAY STATEMENTS
OF COMPLAINANT - SIXTH AMENDMENT RIGHT OF
CONFRONTATION: GLOVER V. S W E , -S.W.3d (TexApp.- Texarkana, 06-00-00169-CR, 10129102).
Defendant, 26, was accused of intercourse with 14-year-old
victim, who did not testify at trial. Allinaiminating evidence
came in through mother of victim. State proffers a number of
reasons whythe testimony was admissible:
State
proffered this exception because the statement went
to the complainant's emotionalstate. COA holds that
the statements go well beyond a description of the
victim's emotional state. "They offer a description of
past acts." The statement's only purpose was to
demonstrate that the defendant had sex with the
victim."Evidence that seeks to establish a purported
fact remembered and related in the utterance is
specifically excluded from [the rule]." To the extent
that the statement implicates the dedarantS intent
plan, motive, etc., it must relate to future conduct to
be undertaken after the statement was made."
#1. 803(3) Then existing state of mind.

#2. 803(2) excited utterance.

COA analyzes
extensively the excited utterance exception. Here,
COA holds that the only reason victim was under
extreme emotion is that her mother wasintermgating
her and threatening her. "The distinction here is not
unlike the distinction between someone blurting out
their complicit). in a crime when asked why they are
upset and someone breaking down and confessing to
a crime under the pressure of interrogation. The
former is spontaneous; the latter is not:' Mother's
questionswere calculated to elicit information about
past events; responses to these types of questions are
not spontaneous.

SEXUAL ASSAULT OF A CHILD - EXPERT OP
ON WITNESS CREDIBILITY: WILSONTTSTATE- S.W.3d(Tex.App.- Dallas, 05-01-00774-CQ i0116102).
COA concludes that the testimony of the state's expert to
the effect that the only cases where children lie are in the context of custody disputes was improper under Ta~R.Evid.702;
testimonyis too close to expressing an opinion on the credibility of the witness. Error, however, was harmless.

#3.803 (24) statements against socialinterest. COA
concludes that victim's statements to her mother fall
within this exception because they would subject
victim to disgrace.

GUILTY PLEA - WAIVER OF RIGHT TO APPEAL - HERE,
UNENFORCEABLE: SMITH I.! STATE, -S.W.3d -

#4. Was exception one that satisfies Sixth
Amendment? COA holdsthat 803 (24) is not a firmly
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rooted exception to hearsay ban. Rule was only
enacted in 1985 and before that date, Texas did not
recognize such an exception.
#5. Other indicia of reliability. Even if exception is

not firmly rooted, it may still satisfy S i A m e n d m e n t
if there is other indicia of reliability. COA holds here,
that the same elements that satisfy hearsay rule satisfy
Sixth Amendment.
Conviction is affirmed [***Editor's note: if you h d yourself in this situation, please note that the Supreme COA has
specificallydisavowed this reasoning in at least two cases: Leev.
Illinois and Lilly v. Viginia. If all the state had to do to satisfy
the Sixth Amendment was to prove up hearsay exception elements, then Sixth Amendment would be reduced to a nullitQl

Defendant, a fifteen year old, was arrestedby HPD and held
in the back of a patrol o r for almost four hours before being
taken to the juvenile processing station. Because Family Code
mandates that the p o k e take a jwenile to the processing station without delay, the defense moved to suppress the confession.
COA, for the first time in Texas, holds that juveniles can be
subjected to a temporary detention that will not invoke the
procedural requirements of the Family Code. Holding the defendant in apolice car for four hours constitutes such a temporary detention. The Family Codeb requirement of arapidprocessing of juvenile detainees does not commence until the juvenile defendant is arrested.

APPEAL - INDIGENCY - FREE RECORD ON APPEAL:
RAMADAN V;STATE, -S.W.3d -(TexApp. - Houston,
I*, 01-02-00039-CQ 10117/02).
To be entitled to a free record on appeal, there is no requireIMPORTANT CASE:
SEARCH AND SEIZURE- UNSIGNEDAFFIDAVIT - GOOD ment that the defendant: (1) ascertain the expected costs of the
FAITH EXCEPTION: HUNTER K STATE, -S.W.3d - record, or; (2) agreeto enter intoapayout agreement with court
reporter. &
(Tex.App. - Waco, 10-01-407-CQ 10/30/02).
COA disagrees with Vancev.State, 759 S.W.2d498 (Tex.App.
- San Antonio, pdr ref'd) and holds that an unsigned affidavit

will not support a search warrant but that the good faith exception under TCCP 38.23 precludes suppression of evidence.
APPELLATE JURISDICTION - STATE'S NOTICE OF
APPEAL-WRONG CAUSE NUMBER: STATEV:WILUAMS,
-S.W.3d - (Tex.App. - Corpus Christi, 13-01-493-CR,
10/24/02).
State attempts to appeal atrial court decision but uses wrong
cause number on the notice of appeal. COA holds that such an
error will not vitiate its jurisdiction. Case reversed for trial.
(Trial court dismissed case for constitutional speedy trial violations).

DEFERRED ADJUDICATION - TRIAL COURT'S POWER
TO DISCHARGE - STATE'S RIGHT TO A P P W S m E V
JUVRUD,-S.W.3d -(Tex.App. - El Paso, 08-02-00064CR, 7/7/02).
Trial court has the power, according to COA, to order a discharge of a deferred adjudicationanda dismissalof indidment
before the &st two years of the deferred.
[*'*Editor's Note: Because the order of the tgial court
has the effect of dismissing an indictment, this is an issue
the state may appeal.]

IMPORTANT CASE:
JUVENI1.F.- ARREST - TEMPORARY I>I;I'ENTION1:INALARGUMl:NI': AN11 I I A N G V STATE. -S.W.3d (Tex.App. - Houston 14,14-00-00560-CR, 10/31/02).
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